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ABSTRACT
Recognizing visual information is crucial for many real artificial-intelligence based 
applications, ranging from domestic robots to autonomous vehicles. However, the 
success of deep learning methods on visual recognition tasks is highly dependent 
on access to large-scale labeled datasets, which are expensive and cumbersome to 
collect. Transfer learning provides a way to alleviate the burden of annotating data, 
which transfers the knowledge learned from a rich-labeled source domain to a scarce-
labeled target domain. However, the performance of deep learning models degrades 
significantly when testing on novel domains due to the presence of domain shift. 
To tackle the domain shift, conventional domain adaptation methods diminish the 
domain shift between two domains with a distribution matching loss or adversarial 
loss. These models align the domain-specific feature distribution and the domain-
invariant feature distribution simultaneously, which is sub-optimal towards solving 
deep domain adaptation tasks, given that deep neural networks are known to extract 
features in which multiple hidden factors are highly entangled.
This thesis explores how to learn effective transferable features by disentangling 
the deep features. The following questions are studied: (1) how to disentangle the 
deep features into domain-invariant and domain-specific features? (2) how would
vi
feature disentanglement help to learn transferable features under a synthetic-to-real
domain adaptation scenario? (3) how would feature disentanglement facilitate trans-
fer learning with multiple source or target domains? (4) how to leverage feature
disentanglement to boost the performance in a federated system?
To address these needs, this thesis proposes deep adversarial feature disentangle-
ment: a class/domain identifier is trained on the labeled source domain and the disen-
tangler generates features to fool the class/domain identifier. Extensive experiments
and empirical analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of the feature disentanglement
method on many real-world domain adaptation tasks. Specifically, the following three
unsupervised domain adaptation scenarios are explored: (1) domain agnostic learning
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Perception is the key to a variety of artificial intelligence (AI) applications such as
autonomous vehicles, domestic robots, face recognition systems, smart home/city.
However, AI agents often encounter various environments in real applications, lead-
ing to a sub-optimal perception model. For example, an online image recognition
system may receive data with different backgrounds or with different modalities; au-
tonomous vehicles need to handle images/videos taken under different illuminations
and weather conditions. However, the AI agents trained with data from one domain
(source domain) may not perform well on another (target domain) due to the domain
shift, especially with the fully supervised training schema. Thus, how to build an
effective, robust, and applicable AI system is the major focus of current AI research.
Figure 1·1: Artificial intelligence applications may encounter data with different back-
grounds, illuminations, and modalities.
The straightforward way to handle the aforementioned problem is to collect enough
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labeled training data for each of the new domains. However, AI systems, especially
the deep-learning-based ones, require massive training examples. Annotating training
data for a novel domain is costly and cumbersome, not to say ad-hoc collecting for
every new domain. An alternative way is to leverage off-the-shelf labeled data from
a related domain to improve the model for the domain of interest. The off-the-shelf
data can be images generated synthetically or realistic data from an existing dataset.
The merit of synthetic data lies in that we can potentially generate an infinite number
of labeled training examples with controllable background, foreground, object texture
and pose.
Though it is feasible to utilize the off-the-shelf training examples, the domain gap
between the training and testing examples still exists. Domain adaptation (DA) aims
to minimize the domain gap and successfully transfer the model trained on the source
domain to the target domain. Conventional domain adaptation methods tackle the
domain gap either by mapping the source and target features into a common space, by
generating features/samples for target domains, or by transforming samples between
domains through generative models.
1.2 Thesis goals and contributions
The goal of this thesis is to explore the problem of visual domain adaptation with dis-
entangled representations. Recent research on deep learning has made huge progress
towards solving visual recognition tasks such as image classification, object detection,
and semantic segmentation. Conventional deep models assume that the training data
and testing data are identically and independently sampled from the same distribu-
tion. The models are expected to perform well on the data which is given at training
time, or which is drawn from the same distribution. However, in real applications, the
images or videos that an algorithm will get from a new environment are significantly
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different from the training examples. Though we can always collect the training data
from the new environment, the efficacy of deep learning algorithms highly relies on a
large amount of labeled training data, which is expansive to collect.
Instead of requiring more annotated data from each new environment, the focus
of the following research is to propose algorithms for adapting an initial source model
for use in a novel target domain, while requiring few or no new annotations.
The thesis proposes solutions for domain adaptation and expands the scope of
problem statements for which we made contributions in the following ways:
• Algorithms for deep feature disentanglement. We present multiple algorithms
to disentangle the deep visual representations into domain-invariant features
and domain-specific features.
• Expanding the conventional single-to-single domain adaptation to multiple do-
main adaptation. We bring the heterogeneous nature of many visual datasets
and propose solutions to tackle domain-agnostic learning, multi-source domain
adaptation, and multi-domain embedding.
• Combining federated learning and unsupervised domain adaptation to introduce
the concept and algorithms for adaptation under the distributed system. We
specifically propose algorithms to disentangle the deep features and achieve
knowledge transfer under a federated learning system.
• Benchmarks for adaption across different domains and visual modalities. We
collect and create multiple domain adaptation benchmarks that contain rich





Problem Definition The traditional supervised learning setup is given data, x, and
labels, y, drawn from some distribution, D, and finds the set of model parameters
that minimize a loss between prediction labels, p, and the true known labels, y dur-
ing training. This setting assumes that the test data, xtest, comes from the same
distribution, D, as the training data. However, this assumption goes against the more
realistic scenario where the distribution shift between the training and test domain
exists. Specifically, domain adaptation assumes to have access to a sufficiently large
labeled source domain dataset, {x, y} from distribution, X . During test time, we data
points, v, drawn from a target distribution, V. The goal of domain adaptation is to
learn to increase the generalizability of a model trained on the source distribution to
perform reasonably well with distinct test distribution. Supervised domain adapta-
tion assumes to have access to a small number of labeled data with known categories
in the target domain, not enough to train a well-performing model on its own, but
sufficient to adapt a source model or a target model regularized by the source data or
model. Unsupervised domain adaptation, however, assumes no access to any labels
from the target domain. Generally, UDA aligns the marginal empirical distributions
through sample re-weighting or non-linear transformations.
5
Chapter 3
Learning Transferable Features with
Representation Disentanglement
3.1 Problem Setup
In this chapter, we present a cohesive framework for feature disentanglement and
show its effectiveness on domain agnostic learning (DAL). The objective of the fea-
ture disentanglement is to disentangle out the domain-invariant and domain-specific
features from the deep features extracted with deep neural networks. We leverage
the domain-invariant features to perform cross-domain tasks and discard the domain-
specific features. We applied our framework to a novel domain-agnostic transfer learn-
ing setting. Extensive experiments on state-of-the-art domain adaptation benchmarks
demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.
Domain-Agnostic Learning Unsupervised model transfer has the potential to
greatly improve the generalizability of deep models to novel domains. Yet the current
literature assumes that the separation of target data into distinct domains is known
as a priori. In this chapter, we introduce the task of Domain-Agnostic Learning
(DAL): How to transfer knowledge from a labeled source domain to unlabeled data
from arbitrary target domains?
We define the domain-agnostic learning task as follows: Given a source domain
D̂s = {(xsi , ysi )}nsi=1 with ns labeled examples, the goal is to minimize risk on N target
domains D̂t = {D̂1, D̂2, ..., D̂N} without domain labels. We denote the target domains
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as D̂t = {xtj}ntj=1 with nt unlabeled examples. Empirically, we want to minimize the
target risk εt (θ) = Pr(x,y)∼D̂t [θ (x) 6= y], where θ (x) is the classifier.
3.2 Framework Introduction
Supervised machine learning assumes that training and testing data are sampled i.i.d
from the same distribution, while in practice, the training and testing data are typi-
cally collected from related domains but under different distributions, a phenomenon
known as domain shift (Quionero-Candela et al., 2009). To avoid the cost of an-
notating each new test domain, Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) tackles
domain shift by aligning the feature distribution of the source domain with that of
the target domain, resulting in domain-invariant features. However, current methods
assume that target samples have domain labels and therefore can be isolated into
separate homogeneous domains. For many practical applications, this is an overly
strong assumption. For example, a hand-written character recognition system could
encounter characters written by different people, on different materials, and under
different lighting conditions; an image recognition system applied to images scraped
from the web must handle mixed-domain data (e.g. paintings, sketches, clipart) with-
out their domain labels.
In this chapter, we consider Domain-Agnostic Learning (DAL), a more difficult but
practical problem of knowledge transfer from one labeled source domain to multiple
unlabeled target domains. The main challenges of domain-agnostic learning are that:
(1) the target data has mixed domains, which hampers the effectiveness of mainstream
feature alignment methods (Long et al., 2015; Sun and Saenko, 2016; Saito et al.,
2018a), and (2) class-irrelevant information leads to negative transfer (Pan and Yang,
2010), especially when the target domain is highly heterogeneous.





















Figure 3·1: Our DADA architecture learns to extract domain-invariant features of visual
categories. In addition to domain disentanglement,.
invariance between source and target, but should also actively disentangle the class-
specific features from the remaining information in the image. Deep neural networks
are known to extract features in which multiple hidden factors are highly entan-
gled (Bengio et al., 2013). Recent work attempts to disentangle features in the latent
space of autoencoders with adversarial training (Cao et al., 2018a; Liu et al., 2018c;
Odena et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). However, the above models have limited capacity
in transferring features learned from one domain to heterogeneous target domains.
(Liu et al., 2018a) proposes a framework that takes samples from multiple domains
as input, and derives a domain-invariant latent feature space via adversarial training.
This model is limited by two factors when applied to the DAL task. First, it only
disentangles the embeddings into domain-invariant features and domain-specific fea-
tures such as weather conditions, and discards the latter, but does not explicitly try
to separate class-relevant features from class-irrelevant features like background. Sec-
ond, there is no guarantee that the domain-invariant features are fully disentangled
from the domain-specific features.
To address the issues mentioned above, we introduce a Deep Adversarial Disen-
tangled Autoencoder (DADA), aiming to tackle domain-agnostic learning by disen-
tangling the domain-invariant features from both domain-specific and class-irrelevant
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features simultaneously. First, in addition to domain disentanglement (Liu et al.,
2018a; Cao et al., 2018a; Lee et al., 2018), we employ class disentanglement to remove
class-irrelevant features, as shown in Figure 3·1. The class disentanglement is trained
in an adversarial fashion: a class identifier is trained on the labeled source domain
and the disentangler generates features to fool the class identifier. Second, to en-
hance the disentanglement, we propose to minimize the mutual information between
the disentangled features. We implement a neural network to estimate the mutual
information between the disentangled feature distributions, inspired by a recently
published theoretical work (Belghazi et al., 2018). Comprehensive experiments on
standard image recognition datasets demonstrate that our derived disentangled rep-
resentation achieves significant improvements over the state-of-the-art methods on
the task of domain-agnostic learning.
3.3 Deep Adversarial Disentangled Autoencoder
In this section, we describe the detailed framework of our DADA model. The whole
disentanglement pipeline is based on an autoencoder. Figure 3·1 shows the proposed
model. The feature generator G maps the input image to a feature vector fG, which
has many highly entangled factors. The disentanglerD is responsible for disentangling
the features (fG) into domain-invariant features (fdi), domain-specific features (fds),
and class-irrelevant features (fci). The feature reconstructorR aims to recover fG from
either (fdi, fds) or (fdi, fci). D and R are implemented as the encoder and decoder in
a Variational Autoencoder. A mutual information minimizer is applied between fdi
and fci, as well as between fdi and fds, to enhance the disentanglement. Adversarial
training via a domain identifier aligns the source domain and the heterogeneous target
domain in the fdi space. A class identifier C is trained on the labeled source domain to
predict the class distribution fC and to adversarially extract class-irrelevant features
9
fci. We next describe each component in detail.
Variational Autoencoders VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2013) are a class of deep
generative models that simultaneously train both a probabilistic encoder and decoder.
The encoder is trained to generate latent vectors that roughly follow a Gaussian
distribution. In our case, we learn each part of our disentangled representations by
applying a VAE architecture with the following objective function:
Lvae = ‖f̂G − fG‖
2
F +KL(q(z|fG)||p(z)), (3.1)
where the first term aims at recovering the original features extracted by G, and
the second term calculates Kullback-Leibler divergence which penalizes the deviation
of latent features from the prior distribution p(zc) (as z ∼ N (0, I)). However, this
property cannot guarantee that domain-invariant features are well disentangled from
the domain-specific features or from class-irrelevant features, as the loss function in
Equation 3.1 only aligns the latent features to a normal distribution.
Class Disentanglement To address the above problem, we employ class disentan-
glement to remove class-irrelevant features, such as background, in an adversarial
way. First, we train the disentangler D and the K-way class identifier C to correctly




1[k = ys]log(C(fD)) (3.2)
where fD ∈ {fdi, fci}.
In the second step, we fix the class identifier and train the disentangler D to fool
the class identifier by generating class-irrelevant features fci. This can be achieved













where the first term and the second term indicate minimizing the entropy on the
source domain and on heterogeneous target, respectively. The above adversarial train-
ing process forces the corresponding disentangler to extract class-irrelevant features.
Domain Disentanglement To tackle the domain agnostic learning task, disentan-
gling class-irrelevant features is not enough, as it fails to align the source domain with
the target. To achieve better alignment, we further propose to disentangle the learned
features into domain-specific and domain-invariant and to thus align the source with
the target domain in the domain-invariant latent space. This is achieved by exploit-
ing adversarial domain classification in the resulting latent space. Specifically, we
leverage a domain identifier DI, which takes the disentangled feature (fdi or fds ) as
input and outputs the domain label lf (source or target). The objective function of
the domain identifier is as follows:
LDI = −E[lf logP (lf )] + E(1− lf )[logP (1− lf )], (3.4)
Then the disentangler is trained to fool the domain identifier DI to extract domain-
invariant features.
Mutual Information Minimization To better disentangle the features, we mini-
mize the mutual information between domain-invariant and domain-specific features








where x ∈ {fds, fci}, PXZ is the joint probability distribution of (Dx, Dfdi), and
PX =
∫
Z dPXZ and PZ =
∫
X dPXZ are the marginals. Despite being a pivotal mea-
sure across different domains, the mutual information is only tractable for discrete
variables, or for a limited family of problems where the probability distributions are
unknown (Belghazi et al., 2018). The computation incurs a complexity of O(n2),
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which is undesirable for deep CNNs. Is this paper, we adopt the Mutual Information
Neural Estimator (MINE) (Belghazi et al., 2018)
̂I(X;Z)n = sup
θ∈Θ
EP(n)XZ [Tθ]− log(EP(n)X ⊗P̂(n)Z [e
Tθ ]). (3.6)
which provides unbiased estimation of mutual information on n i.i.d samples by
leveraging a neural network Tθ.
Practically, MINE (3.6) can be computed as I(X;Z) =
∫ ∫
PnXZ(x, z)T (x, z, θ)
- log(
∫ ∫













where (x, z) are sampled from the joint distribution and z′ is sampled from the
marginal distribution. We implement a neural network to perform the Monte-Carlo
integration defined in Equation 3.7.
Ring-style Normalization Conventional batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy,
2015) diminishes internal covariate shift by subtracting the batch mean and dividing
by the batch standard deviation. Despite promising results on domain adaptation,
batch normalization alone is not enough to guarantee that the embedded features
are well normalized in the scenario of heterogeneous domains. The target data are
sampled from multiple domains and their embedded features are scattered irregularly
in the latent space. (Zheng et al., 2018) proposes a ring-style norm constraint to
maintain a balance between the angular classification margins of multiple classes. Its
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Figure 3·2: Overview of datasets we use to evaluate our DADA model.
mode collapse if the learned R is small. Instead, we incorporate the ring loss into a








where β is the scale factor of the Geman-McClure model.
Optimization Our model is trained in an end-to-end fashion. We train the class
and domain disentanglement component, MINE and the reconstruction component
iteratively with Stochasitc Gradient Descent (Kiefer et al., 1952) or Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) optimizer. We employ the popular neural networks (e.g. LeNet,
AlexNet, or ResNet) as our feature generator G.
3.4 Datasets
We begin by introducing the data on which we will evaluate our algorithm. We
compare the DADA model to state-of-the-art domain adaptation algorithms on the
following tasks: digit classification (MNIST, SVHN, USPS, MNIST-M, Synthetic
Digits) and image recognition (Office-Caltech10 (Gong et al., 2012), DomainNet (Peng
et al., 2018a)). Sample images of these datasets can be seen in Figure 3·2. Table 3.1
shows the detailed number of images we use in our experiments.
Digit-Five This dataset is a collection of five benchmarks for digit recognition,
namely MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), Synthetic Digits (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015),
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Digit-Five
Splits mnist mnist m svhn syn usps Total
Train 55,000 55,000 25,000 25,000 7,348 167,348
Test 10,000 10,000 14,549 9,000 1,860 37,309
Office-Caltech10
Splits Amazon Caltech DSLR Webcam Total
Total 958 1,123 157 295 2,533
DomainNet
Splits clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Total
Train 34,019 37,087 52,867 120,750 122,563 49,115 416,401
Test 14,818 16,114 22,892 51,750 52,764 21,271 179,609
Table 3.1: Statistics of datasets we use to evaluate our DADA model.
MNIST-M (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), SVHN, and USPS. Specifically, MNIST
dataset is a large database of handwritten digits that is commonly used for training
various image processing systems. SVHN is a real-world image dataset for develop-
ing machine learning and object recognition algorithms with minimal requirement on
data preprocessing and formatting. It can be seen as similar in flavor to MNIST (e.g.,
the images are of small cropped digits), but incorporates an order of magnitude more
labeled data (over 600,000 digit images) and comes from a significantly harder, un-
solved, real world problem (recognizing digits and numbers in natural scene images).
SVHN is obtained from house numbers in Google Street View images. USPS digit
database is one of the standard datasets for handwritten digit recognition. MNIST-M
and Synthetic Digits are artificially created by Ganin and Lempitsky (2015). In our
experiments, we take turns setting one domain as the source domain and the rest as
the mixed target domain (discarding both the class and the domain labels), leading
to five transfer tasks.
Office-Caltech10 This dataset includes 10 common categories shared by Office-
31 (Saenko et al., 2010) and Caltech-256 datasets (Griffin et al., 2007). It contains
four domains: Caltech (C), which are sampled from Caltech-256 dataset, Amazon
(A), which contains images collected from amazon.com, Webcam (W) and DSLR (D),
which are images taken by web camera and DSLR camera under office environment.
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DomainNet This dataset contains approximately 0.6 million images distributed
among 345 categories. It contains six distinct domains: Clipart (clp), a collection
of clipart images; Infograph (inf), infographic images with specific object; Painting
(pnt), artistic depictions of object in the form of paintings; Quickdraw (qdr), draw-
ings from the worldwide players of game “Quick Draw!”1; Real (rel, photos and real
world images; and Sketch (skt), sketches of specific objects. It is very large-scale
and includes rich informative vision cues across different domains, providing a good
testbed for DAL. Sample images can be seen from Figure 3·2. We take turns to set
one domain as the source domain and the rest as the heterogeneous target domain,
leading to six DAL tasks.
3.5 Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate our methods on the datasets described in the previous
section and compare the results to state-of-the-art supervised domain adaptation
methods in different domain agnostic learning scenarios. In particular, we set the
following methods as our baselines:
Deep Adaptation Netowrk (DAN) (Long et al., 2015) A deep architecture which
generalizes deep convolutional neural network to domain adaptation scenario with
differentiable Maximum Mean Discrepancy loss (Gretton et al., 2012).
Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks (DANN) (Ganin and Lem-
pitsky, 2015) A method aligning the source and target domain by training deep neural
networks with adversarial alignment.
Adversarial Discriminative Domain Adaptation (ADDA) (Tzeng et al., 2017)
A domain adaptation model that combines discriminative modeling, untied weight
sharing, and a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) loss.
1https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data
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Unified Feature Disentanglement Network (UFDN) (Liu et al., 2018a) A model
that can achieve feature disentanglement for multiple domains.
Maximum Classifier Discrepancy (MCD) (Saito et al., 2018a) A model that
maximizes the discrepancy between two classifiers’ outputs to detect target samples
that are far from the support of the source and leverages a feature generator to
generate target features near the support to minimize the discrepancy.
Residual Transfer Network (RTN) (Long et al., 2016) A model that utilizes deep
residual neural networks to achieve domain knowledge transfer.
Self-Ensembling (SE) (French et al., 2018) A method that leverages self-ensembling
in the training process to align the source and target domains.
Joint Adaptation Networks (JAN) (Long et al., 2017) A model that learns a
transfer network by aligning the joint distributions of multiple domain-specific layers
across domains based on a joint maximum mean discrepancy (JMMD) criterion.
To explore the effectiveness of each component in our model, we propose four
different ablations, i.e. model I: with class disentanglement; model II: I + domain
disentanglement; model III: II + ring loss; model IV: III + reconstruction loss.
3.5.1 Experiments on Digit-Five dataset
In our first set of experiments, we use the Digit-Five dataset. The experimental
results on the Digit-Five dataset are shown in Table 3.2. From these, we can make the
following observations. (1) Model IV achieves 62.3% average accuracy, significantly
outperforming other baselines on most of the domain-agnostic tasks. (2) The results
of model I and II demonstrate the effectiveness of class disentanglement and domain
disentanglement. Without minimizing the mutual information between disentangled
features, UFDN performs poorly on this task. (3) In model III, the ring loss boost the
performance by three percent, demonstrating that feature normalization is essential
in domain-agnostic learning.
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Models mt→: mm→: sv→: sy→: up→: Avg
Source Only 20.5±1.2 53.5±0.9 62.9±0.3 77.9±0.4 22.6±0.4 47.5
DAN 21.7±1.0 55.3±0.7 63.2±0.5 79.3±0.2 40.2±0.4 51.9
DANN 22.8±1.1 45.2±0.6 61.8±0.2 79.3±0.3 38.7±0.6 49.6
ADDA 23.4±1.3 54.8±0.8 63.5±0.4 79.6±0.3 43.5±0.5 52.9
UFDN 20.2±1.5 41.6±0.7 64.5±0.4 60.7±0.3 44.6±0.2 46.3
MCD 28.7±1.3 43.8±0.8 75.1±0.3 78.9±0.3 55.3±0.4 56.4
DADA (I) 28.9±1.2 50.1±0.9 65.4±0.2 79.8±0.1 50.4±0.3 54.9
DADA (II) 34.1±1.7 57.1±0.4 71.3±0.4 82.5±0.3 45.4±0.4 57.5
DADA (III) 35.3±1.5 57.5±0.6 80.1±0.3 82.9±0.2 46.2±0.3 60.4
DADA (IV) 39.4±1.4 61.1±0.7 80.1±0.4 83.7±0.2 47.2±0.4 62.3
Table 3.2: Accuracy on Digit-Five dataset with domain agnostic learning protocol.





























Figure 3·3: Feature visualization: t-SNE plot of source features, UFDN features, MCD
features and DADA features.
To dive deeper into the disentangled features, we plot in Figure 3·3(a)-3·3(d) the
t-SNE embeddings of the feature representations learned on the sv→mm,mt,up,sy
task with source-only features, UFDN features, MCD features, and DADA features,
respectively. We observe that the features derived by our model are more separated
between classes than UFDN and MCD features.
3.5.2 Experiments on Office-Caltech10
We then explore the effectiveness of our model on Office-Caltech10 benchmark. In
our experiments, we leverage two popular networks, AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012)
and ResNet (He et al., 2016), as the backbone of the feature generator G. Both the
networks are pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). Other components are
randomly initialized with normal distribution. In the optimization procedure, we
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Method A → C,D,W C → A,D,W D → A,C,W W → A,C,D Average
AlexNet 83.1±0.2 88.9±0.4 86.7±0.4 82.2±0.3 85.2
DAN 82.5±0.3 86.2±0.4 75.7±0.5 80.4±0.2 81.2
RTN 85.2±0.4 89.8±0.3 81.7±0.3 83.7±0.4 85.1
JAN 83.5±0.3 88.5±0.2 80.1±0.3 85.9±0.4 84.5
DANN 85.9±0.4 90.5±0.3 88.6±0.4 90.4±0.2 88.9
DADA 86.3±0.3 91.7±0.4 89.9±0.3 91.3±0.3 89.8
ResNet 90.5±0.3 94.3±0.2 88.7±0.4 82.5±0.3 89.0
SE 90.3±0.4 94.7±0.4 88.5±0.3 85.3±0.4 89.7
MCD 91.7±0.4 95.3±0.3 89.5±0.2 84.3±0.2 90.2
DANN 91.5±0.4 94.3±0.4 90.5±0.3 86.3±0.3 90.6
DADA 92.0±0.4 95.1±0.3 91.3±0.4 93.1±0.3 92.9
Table 3.3: Accuracy on Office-Caltech10 dataset with DAL protocal.
set the learning rate of randomly initialized parameters ten times of the pre-trained
parameters.
The experimental results on Office-Caltech10 dataset are shown in Table 3.3. For
fair comparison, we utilize the same backbone as the baselines and separately show
the results. From these results, we make the following observations. (1) Our model
achieves 89.8% accuracy with an AlexNet backbone (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and
92.9% accuracy with a ResNet backbone, outperforming the corresponding baselines
on most shifts. (2) The adversarial method (DANN) works better than the feature
alignment methods (DAN, RTN, JAN). More interestingly, negative transfer (Pan
and Yang, 2010) occurs for feature alignment methods. This is somewhat expected,
as these models align the entangled features directly, including the class-irrelevant
features. (3) From the ResNet results, we observe limited improvements for the
baselines from the source-only model, especially for boosting-based SE method. This
phenomenon suggests that the boosting procedure works poorly when the target
domain is heterogeneously distributed.
To better analyze the error modes, we plot the confusion matrices for MCD (84.3%
accuracy) and DADA (93.1% accuracy) on W→A,C,D task in Figure 3·4(c)-3·4(d).
The figures illustrate MCD mainly confuses “calculator” vs. “keyboard”, “backpack”
vs. “headphones”, while DADA is able to distinguish them with disentangled features.
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(d) DADA confusion matrix
Figure 3·4: Empirical analysis: (a)A-Distance of ResNet, MCD and DADA features on
two different tasks; (b) training errors and accuracy on C→A,D,W task. (c)-(d) confusion
matrices of MCD, and DADA models on W→A,C,D task.
A-Distance Ben-David et al. 2010 suggests A-distance as a measure of domain dis-
crepancy. Following Long et al. 2015, we calculate the approximate A-distance
d̂A = 2 (1− 2ε) for W→A,C,D and D→A,C,W tasks, where ε is the generalization
error of a two-sample classifier (kernel SVM) trained on the binary problem to distin-
guish input samples between the source and target domains. Figure 3·4(a) displays
d̂A for the two tasks with raw ResNet features, MCD features, and DADA features,
respectively. We observe that the d̂A for both MCD features and DADA features are
smaller than ResNet features, and the d̂A on DADA features is smaller than d̂A on
MCD features, which is in consistent with the quantitative results, demonstrating the
effectiveness of our disentangled features.
Convergence Analysis As DADA involves multiple losses and a complex learning
procedure including adversarial learning and disentanglement, we analyze the con-
vergence performance for the C→A,D,W task, as showed in Figure 3·4(b) (lines are
smoothed for easier analysis). We plot the cross-entropy loss on the source domain,
ring loss defined by Equation 3.9, mutual information defined by Equation 3.7, and
the accuracy in the figure. Figure 3·4(b) illustrates that the training losses gradually















AlexNet 22.5±0.4 15.3±0.2 21.2±0.3 6.0±0.2 17.2±0.3 21.8±0.3 17.3
DAN 23.7±0.3 14.9±0.4 22.7±0.2 7.6±0.3 19.4±0.4 23.4±0.5 18.6
RTN 21.4±0.3 14.2±0.3 21.0±0.4 7.7±0.2 17.8±0.3 20.8±0.4 17.2
JAN 21.1±0.4 16.5±0.2 21.6±0.3 9.9±0.1 15.4±0.2 22.5±0.3 17.8
DANN 24.1±0.2 15.2±0.4 24.5±0.3 8.2±0.4 18.0±0.3 24.1±0.4 19.1
DADA 23.9±0.4 17.9±0.4 25.4±0.5 9.4±0.2 20.5±0.3 25.2±0.4 20.4
ResNet101 25.6±0.2 16.8±0.3 25.8±0.4 9.2±0.2 20.6±0.5 22.3±0.1 20.1
SE 21.3±0.2 8.5±0.1 14.5±0.2 13.8±0.4 16.0±0.4 19.7±0.2 15.6
MCD 25.1±0.3 19.1±0.4 27.0±0.3 10.4±0.3 20.2±0.2 22.5±0.4 20.7
DADA 26.1±0.4 20.0±0.3 26.5±0.4 12.9±0.4 20.7±0.4 22.8±0.2 21.5
Table 3.4: Accuracy on the DomainNet dataset dataset with DAL protocol.
3.5.3 Experiments on DomainNet
We next report the experiments result of our model on DomainNet dataset. The
experimental results on DomainNet (Peng et al., 2018a) are shown in Table 3.4. The
results shows our model achieves 21.5% accuracy with a ResNet backbone. Note
that this dataset contains about 0.6 million images, and so a one percent accuracy
improvement is not a trivial achievement. Our model gets comparable results with
the best-performing baseline when the source domain is pnt, or qdr and outperforms
other baselines for the rest of the tasks. From the experimental results, we make two
interesting observations. (1) In DAL, the SE model (French et al., 2018) performs
poorly when the number of categories is large, which is in consistent with results
in (Peng et al., 2018a). (2) The adversarial alignment method (DANN) performs
better than feature alignment methods in DAL.
One-to-one vs. one-to-many alignment In the DAL task, the UDA models
are performing one-to-many alignment as the target data have no domain labels.
However, traditional feature alignment methods such as DAN and JAN are designed
for one-to-one alignment. To investigate the effectiveness of domain labels, we design
a controlled experiment for DAN and JAN. First, we provide the domain labels and
perform one-to-one unsupervised domain adaptation. Then we take away the domain
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Source clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg
DAN (o-o) 25.2 14.9 24.1 7.8 20.4 25.2 19.6
DAN (o-m) 23.7 14.9 22.7 7.6 19.4 23.4 18.6
JAN (o-o) 24.2 18.1 23.2 7.8 15.8 23.8 18.8
JAN (o-m) 21.1 16.5 21.6 9.9 15.4 22.5 17.8
Table 3.5: One-to-one (o-o) v.s. one-to-many alignment (o-m). We only show the
source domain in the table, the remaining five domains set as the target domain.
labels and perform one-to-many domain-agnostic learning. The results are shown in
Table 3.5. We observe the one-to-one alignment does indeed outperform one-to-many
alignment, even though the models in one-to-many alignment have seen more data.
These results further demonstrate that DAL is a more challenging task and that
traditional feature alignment methods need to be re-thought for this problem.
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Chapter 4
Feature Disentanglement for Federated
Domain Adapation
In this chapter, we will present a principled approach to the problem of federated do-
main adaptation, which aims to align the representations learned among the different
nodes with the data distribution of the target node. In particular, we will show how
feature disentanglement will benefit the federated domain adaptation setting.
(a) Distributed networks of mobile phones (b) Federated model
Figure 4·1: Examples of mobile phone networks and federated learning.
Distributed networks of mobile phones, wearable and IoT devices generate massive
data each day, as shown in Figure 4·1(a). Due to the growing storage and computation
power of these devices, it is increasingly attractive to store data locally and push more
computation to these devices (Smith et al., 2017).
Federated learning (Mohassel and Rindal, 2018; Bonawitz et al., 2017) provides
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a privacy-preserving mechanism to effectively leverage those decentralized data and
computation resources to train machine learning models. While federated learning
promises better privacy and efficiency, existing methods ignore the fact that the data
on each node are collected in a non-i.i.d manner, leading to domain shift between
nodes (Quionero-Candela et al., 2009). For example, one device may take photos
mostly indoors, while another mostly outdoors. In this paper, we address the prob-
lem of transferring knowledge from the decentralized nodes to a new node with a
different data domain, without requiring any additional supervision from the user.
We define this novel problem Unsupervised Federated Domain Adaptation (UFDA),
as illustrated in Figure 4·1(b).
There is a large body of existing work on unsupervised domain adaptation (Long
et al., 2015; Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015; Gong et al., 2012), but the federated setting
presents several additional challenges. First, the data are stored locally and cannot
be shared, which hampers mainstream domain adaptation methods as they need to
access both the labeled source and unlabeled target data (Tzeng et al., 2014a; Long
et al., 2017; Ghifary et al., 2016; Sun and Saenko, 2016; Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015).
Second, the model parameters are trained separately for each node and converge at
different speeds, while also offering different contributions to the target node depend-
ing on how close the two domains are. Finally, the knowledge learned from source
nodes is highly entangled (Bengio et al., 2013), which can possibly lead to negative
transfer (Pan and Yang, 2010).
In this chapter, we propose a solution to the above problems called Federated
Adversarial Domain Adaptation (FADA) which aims to tackle domain shift in a fed-
erated learning system through adversarial techniques. Our approach preserves data
privacy by training one model per source node and updating the target model with
the aggregation of source gradients, but does so in a way that reduces domain shift.
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First, we analyze the federated domain adaptation problem from a theoretical per-
spective and provide a generalization bound. Inspired by our theoretical results, we
propose an efficient adaptation algorithm based on adversarial adaptation and repre-
sentation disentanglement applied to the federated setting. We also devise a dynamic
attention model to cope with the varying convergence rates in the federated learning
system. We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets, including image
recognition and natural language tasks. Compared to baseline methods, we improve
adaptation performance on all tasks, demonstrating the effectiveness of our devised
model.
4.1 Background
We will start by introducing some background about federated learning and adver-
sarial domain adaptation, which is very related to our framework.
Firstly, our model is closely related to the federated learning. Federated learning
is a machine learning technique that trains an algorithm across multiple decentral-
ized edge devices or servers holding local data samples, without exchanging their
data samples. Technically, federated learning (Mohassel and Rindal, 2018; Rivest
et al., 1978; Bonawitz et al., 2017) is a decentralized learning approach which enables
multiple clients to collaboratively learn a machine learning model while keeping the
training data and model parameters on local devices. Inspired by Homomorphic En-
cryption (Rivest et al., 1978), Gilad-Bachrach et al. (2016) propose CryptoNets to
enhance the efficiency of data encryption, achieving higher federated learning perfor-
mance. Bonawitz et al. (2017) introduce a secure aggregation scheme to update the
machine learning models under their federated learning framework. Recently, Mohas-
sel and Zhang (2017) propose SecureML to support privacy-preserving collaborative
training in a multi-client federated learning system. However, these methods mainly
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aim to learn a single global model across the data and have no convergence guarantee,
which limits their ability to deal with non-i.i.d. data. To address the non-i.i.d data,
Smith et al. (2017) introduce federated multi-task learning, which learns a separate
model for each node. Liu et al. (2018b) propose semi-supervised federated transfer
learning in a privacy-preserving setting.
Our framework is also related to feature disentanglement. Deep neural networks
are known to extract features where multiple hidden factors are highly entangled.
Learning disentangled representations can help remove irrelevant and domain-specific
features and model only the relevant factors of data variation. To this end, re-
cent work (Mathieu et al., 2016; Makhzani et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018a; Odena
et al., 2017) explores the learning of interpretable representations using generative
adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and variational autoencoders
(VAEs) (Kingma and Welling, 2013). Under the fully supervised setting, Odena
et al. (2017) propose an auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN) to achieve representa-
tion disentanglement. Liu et al. (2018a) introduce a unified feature disentanglement
framework to learn domain-invariant features from data across different domains.
Kingma et al. (2014) also extend VAEs into the semi-supervised setting for repre-
sentation disentanglement. Lee et al. (2018) propose to disentangle the features into
a domain-invariant content space and a domain-specific attributes space, producing
diverse outputs without paired training data. Inspired by these works, we propose a
method to disentangle the domain-invariant features from domain-specific features,
using an adversarial training process. In addition, we propose to minimize the mu-
tual information between the domain-invariant features and domain-specific features
to enhance the feature disentanglement.
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4.2 Generalization Bound for Federated Domain Adaptation
We first define the notation and review a typical theoretical error bound for single-
source domain adaptation (Ben-David et al., 2007; Blitzer et al., 2008) devised by Ben-
David et al. Then we describe our derived error bound for unsupervised federated
domain adaptation. We mainly focus on the high-level interpretation of the error
bound here and refer our readers to the appendix for proof details.
Notation. Let DS1 and DT denote source and target distribution on input space
X and a ground-truth labeling function g : X → {0, 1}. A hypothesis is a function
h : X → {0, 1} with the error w.r.t the ground-truth labeling function g: εS(h, g)
def
=
Ex∼DS [|h(x) − g(x)|]. We denote the risk and empirical risk of hypothesis h on DS
as εS(h) and ε̂S(h). Similarly, the risk and empirical risk of h on DT are denoted as
εT (h) and ε̂T (h). The H-divergence between two distributions D and D′ is defined as:
dH(D,D′)
def
= 2 supA∈AH |PrD(A)− PrD′(A)|, where H is a hypothesis class for input
space X , and AH denotes the collection of subsets of X that are the support of some
hypothesis in H.
The symmetric difference spaceH∆H is defined as: H∆H := {h(x)⊕h′(x))|h, h′ ∈
H}, (⊕: the XOR operation). We denote the optimal hypothesis that achieves the
minimum risk on the source and the target as h∗ := arg minh∈H εS(h) + εT (h) and the
error of h∗ as λ := εS(h
∗) + εT (h
∗). Blitzer et al. (2007a) prove the following error
bound on the target domain.
Theorem 1 Let H be a hypothesis space of V C-dimension d and D̂S, D̂T be the
empirical distribution induced by samples of size m drawn from DS and DT . Then
with probability at least 1− δ over the choice of samples, for each h ∈ H,
εT (h) ≤ ε̂S(h) +
1
2
d̂H∆H(D̂S, D̂T ) + 4
√
2d log(2m) + log(4/δ)
m
+ λ (4.1)
1In this literature, the calligraphic D denotes data distribution, and italic D denotes domain
discriminator.
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Let DS={DSi}Ni=1, and DT = {xtj}ntj=1 be N source domains and the target domain
in a UFDA system, where DSi = {(xsj ,ysj)}
ni
j=1. In federated domain adaptation
system, DS is distributed on N nodes and the data are not shareable with each other
in the training process. The classical domain adaptation algorithms aim to minimize
the target risk εT (h) := Pr(x,y)∼DT [h(x) 6= y]. However, in a UFDA system, one
model cannot directly get access to data stored on different nodes for security and
privacy reasons. To address this issue, we propose to learn separate models for each
distributed source domain hS = {hSi}Ni=1. The target hypothesis hT is the aggregation
of the parameters of hS, i.e. hT :=
∑N
i=1 αihSi , ∀α ∈ RN+ ,
∑
i∈[N ] αi = 1. We can then
derive the following error bound:
Theorem 2 (Weighted error bound for federated domain adaptation). Let H be a
hypothesis class with VC-dimension d and {D̂Si}Ni=1, D̂T be empirical distributions
induced by a sample of size m from each source domain and target domain in a
federated learning system, respectively. Then, ∀α ∈ RN+ ,
∑N
i=1 αi = 1, with probability
at least 1− δ over the choice of samples, for each h ∈ H,
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where λi is the risk of the optimal hypothesis on the mixture of DSi and T , and S̃ is
the mixture of source samples with size Nm. d̂H∆H(D̂Si , D̂T ) denotes the divergence
between domain Si and T .
Comparison with Existing Bounds The bound in Equation (4.2) is extended from
Equation (4.1) and they are equivalent if only one source domain exists (N = 1). Man-
sour et al. (2009) provide a generalization bound for multiple-source domain adap-
tation, assuming that the target domain is a mixture of the N source domains. In
contrast, in our error bound (4.2), the target domain is assumed to be an novel
domain, resulting in a bound involving H∆H discrepancy (Ben-David et al., 2010)
and the VC-dimensional constraint (Vapnik and Vapnik, 1998). Blitzer et al. (2007a)
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(b) Federated Adversarial Domain Adaptation
Figure 4·2: (a) We propose an approach for the UFDA setting, where data are not shareable
between different domains. In our approach, models are trained separately on each source
domain and their gradients are aggregated with dynamic attention mechanism to update the
target model. (b) Our FADA model learns to extract domain-invariant features using adversarial
domain alignment and a feature disentangler.
propose a generalization bound for semi-supervised multi-source domain adaptation,
assuming that partial target labels are available. Our generalization bound is devised
for unsupervised learning. Zhao et al. (2018a) introduce classification and regression
error bounds for multi-source domain adaptation. However, these error bounds as-
sume that the multiple source and target domains exactly share the same hypothesis.
In contrast, our error bound involves multiple hypotheses.
4.3 Federated Adversarial Domain Adaptation
The error bound in Theorem (2) demonstrates the importance of the weight α and the
discrepancy dH∆H(DS,DT ) in unsupervised federated domain adaptation. Inspired by
this, we propose dynamic attention model to learn the weight α and federated adver-
sarial alignment to minimize the discrepancy between the source and target domains,
as shown in Figure 4·2. In addition, we leverage representation disentanglement to
extract domain-invariant representations to further enhance knowledge transfer.
Dynamic Attention In a federated domain adaptation system, the models on dif-
ferent nodes have different convergence rates. In addition, the domain shifts between
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the source domains and target domain are different, leading to a phenomenon where
some nodes may have no contribution or even negative transfer (Pan and Yang, 2010)
to the target domain. To address this issue, we propose dynamic attention, which is
a mask on the gradients from source domains. The philosophy behind the dynamic
attention is to increase the weight of those nodes whose gradients are beneficial to the
target domain and limit the weight of those whose gradients are detrimental to the
target domain. Specifically, we leverage the gap statistics (Tibshirani et al., 2001) to
evaluate how well the target features f t can be clustered with unsupervised clustering









||f ti − f tj ||2 (4.3)
where we have clusters C1, C2, ..., Ck, with Cr denoting the indices of observations
in cluster r, and nr=|Cr|. Intuitively, a smaller gap statistics value indicates the
feature distribution has smaller intra-class variance. We measure the contribution
of each source domain by the gap statistics gain between two consecutive itera-




i (p indicating training step), denoting how much the clusters
can be improved before and after the target model is updated with the i-th source






Federated Adversarial Alignment The performance of machine learning models
degrades rapidly with the presence of domain discrepancy (Long et al., 2015). To
address this issue, existing work (Hoffman et al., 2018b; Tzeng et al., 2015) proposes
to minimize the discrepancy with an adversarial training process. For example, Tzeng
et al. (2015) proposes the domain confusion objective, under which the feature ex-
tractor is trained with a cross-entropy loss against a uniform distribution. However,
these models require access to the source and target data simultaneously, which is
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prohibitive in UFDA. In the federated setting, we have multiple source domains and
the data are locally stored in a privacy-preserving manner, which means we cannot
train a single model which has access to the source domain and target domain si-
multaneously. To address this issue, we propose federated adversarial alignment that
divides optimization into two independent steps, a domain-specific local feature ex-
tractor and a global discriminator. Specifically, (1) for each domain, we train a local
feature extractor, Gi for Di and Gt for Dt, (2) for each (Di, Dt) source-target domain
pair, we train an adversarial domain identifier DI to align the distributions in an
adversarial manner: we first train DI to identify which domain are the features come
from, then we train the generator (Gi, Gt) to confuse the DI. Note that D only gets
access to the output vectors of Gi and Gt, without violating the UFDA setting. Given















(XSi ,XT , DIi) = −Exsi∼Xsi [logDIi(Gi(xsi))]− Ext∼Xt [logDIi(Gt(xt))] (4.5)
We employ adversarial disentanglement to extract the domain-invariant features. The
high-level intuition is to disentangle the features extracted by (Gi, Gt) into domain-
invariant and domain-specific features. As shown in Figure 4·2(b), the disentangler
Di separates the extracted features into two branches. Specifically, we first train the
K-way classifier Ci and K-way class identifier CIi to correctly predict the labels with
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a cross-entropy loss, based on fdi and fds features, respectively. The objective is:
Lcross−entropy
ΘGi ,ΘDi ,ΘCi ,ΘCIi
= −E(xsi ,ysi )∼D̂si
K∑
k=1
1[k = ysi ]log(Ci(fdi))−E(xsi ,ysi )∼D̂si
K∑
k=1
1[k = ysi ]log(CIi(fds))
(4.6)
where fdi = Di(Gi(x
si)), fds = Di(Gi(x
si)) denote the domain-invariant and domain-
specific features respectively. In the next step, we freeze the class identifier CIi and
only train the feature disentangler to confuse the class identifier CIi by generating
the domain-specific features fds, as shown in Figure 4·2. This can be achieved by

















Feature disentanglement facilitates the knowledge transfer by reserving fdi and
dispelling fds. To enhance the disentanglement, we minimize the mutual informa-
tion between domain-invariant features and domain-specific features, following Peng
et al. (2019a). Specifically, we will minimize the mutual information between the






dPPQ, where PPQ is the joint probability distribution
of (fdi, fds), and PP =
∫
Q dPPQ, PQ =
∫
Q dPPQ are the marginals. Despite be-
ing a pivotal measure across different distributions, the mutual information is only
tractable for discrete variables, for a limited family of problems where the probabil-
ity distributions are unknown (Belghazi et al., 2018). Following Peng et al. (2019a),
we adopt the Mutual Information Neural Estimator (MINE) (Belghazi et al., 2018)
to estimate the mutual information by leveraging a neural network Tθ: ̂I(P ;Q)n =
supθ∈Θ EP(n)PQ [Tθ]− log(EP(n)P ⊗P̂(n)Q [e
Tθ ]). Practically, MINE can be calculated as the fol-
lowing schema: I(P ;Q) =
∫ ∫
PnPQ(p, q) T (p, q, θ) - log(
∫ ∫
PnP(p)PnQ(q)eT (p,q,θ)). To
avoid computing the integrals, we leverage Monte-Carlo integration to calculate the
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The most gorgeous artwork in comic books. It 
contains the most extraordinary and finest 
artwork of Alex Ross. 
In my opinion it is the best American animated 
film ever released. It has a beautiful story with 
a ton of laughs, a lot of teachable moments.
My advice is if you need a CD rack that holds a 
lot of CD's? Save your money and invest in 
something nicer and more sturdy.
I absolutely love this product. my neighbor has 
four little yippers and my hepard/chow mix 






Figure 4·3: Four datasets are used to evaluate our FADA model: (1) “Digit-Five”, which includes
MNIST (mt), MNIST-M (mm), SVHN (sv), Synthetic (syn), and USPS (up). (2) Office-Caltech10
dataset, which contains Amazon (A), Caltech (C), DSLR (D), and Webcam (W). (3) DomainNet
dataset, which includes: clipart (clp), infograph (inf), painting (pnt), quickdraw (qdr), real (rel), and
sktech (skt). (4) Amazon Review dataset, which contains review for Books (B), DVDs (D), Electronics
(E), and Kitchen & housewares (K).
estimation:










where (p, q) are sampled from the joint distribution, q′ is sampled from the marginal
distribution, and T (p, q, θ) is the neural network parameteralized by θ to estimate
the mutual information between P and Q, we refer the reader to MINE (Belghazi
et al., 2018) for more details. The domain-invariant and domain-specific features
are forwarded to a reconstructor with a L2 loss to reconstruct the original features,
aiming to keep the representation integrity, as shown in Figure 4·2(b).
Optimization Our model is trained in an end-to-end fashion. We train federated
alignment and representation disentanglement component with Stochastic Gradient
Descent (Kiefer et al., 1952). The federated adversarial alignment loss and represen-
tation disentanglement loss are minimized together with the task loss.
4.4 Experiments and Results
We present performance of our model on the following tasks: digit classification (Digit-
Five), object recognition (Office-Caltech10 (Gong et al., 2012), DomainNet (Peng
et al., 2018a)) and sentiment analysis (Amazon Review dataset (Blitzer et al., 2007b)).
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Digit-Five
Splits MNIST MNIST M SVHN Syn USPS Total
Train 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 7,348 107,348
Test 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 1,860 37,860
Office-Caltech10
Splits Amazon Caltech DSLR Webcam Total
Total 958 1,123 157 295 2,533
DomainNet
Splits clipart infograph painting quickdraw real sketch Total
Train 34,019 37,087 52,867 120,750 122,563 49,115 416,401
Test 14,818 16,114 22,892 51,750 52,764 21,271 179,609
Amazon Review
Splits Books DVDs Electronics Kitchen Total
Positive 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 4,000
Negative 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 4,000
Table 4.1: Detailed number of samples we used to evaluate our FADA model.
Figure 4·3 shows some data samples and Table 4.1 shows the number of data per
domain we used in our experiments. We perform our experiments on a 10 Titan-Xp
GPU cluster and simulate the federated system on a single machine (as the data
communication is not the main focus of this paper). Our model is implemented with
PyTorch. We repeat every experiment 10 times on the Digit-Five and Amazon Review
datasets, and 5 times on the Office-Caltech10 and DomainNet (Peng et al., 2018a)
datasets, reporting the mean and standard derivation of accuracy. To better explore
the effectiveness of different components of our model, we propose three different
ablations, i.e. model I: with dynamic attention; model II: I + adversarial alignment;
and model III: II + representation disentanglement.
We provide the detailed information of datasets. For Digit-Five and DomainNet,
we provide the train/test split for each domain. For Office-Caltech10, we provide the
number of images in each domain. For Amazon review dataset, we show the detailed
number of positive reviews and negative reviews for each merchandise category.
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4.4.1 Experiments on Digit Recognition
Digit-Five This dataset is a collection of five benchmarks for digit recognition,
namely MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), Synthetic Digits (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015),
MNIST-M (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), SVHN, and USPS. In our experiments, we
take turns setting one domain as the target domain and the rest as the distributed
source domains, leading to five transfer tasks.
Since many DA models (Saito et al., 2018a; French et al., 2018; Hoffman et al.,
2018b) require access to data from different domains, it is infeasible to directly
compare our model to these baselines. Instead, we compare our model to the fol-
lowing popular domain adaptation baselines: Domain Adversarial Neural Network
(DANN) (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), Deep Adaptation Network (DAN) (Long
et al., 2015), Automatic DomaIn Alignment Layers (AutoDIAL) (Carlucci et al.,
2017), and Adaptive Batch Normalization (AdaBN) (Li et al., 2016). Specifically,
DANN minimizes the domain gap between source domain and target domain with a
gradient reversal layer. DAN applies multi-kernel MMD loss (Gretton et al., 2007) to
align the source domain with the target domain in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space.
AutoDIAL introduces domain alignment layer to deep models to match the source
and target feature distributions to a reference one. AdaBN applies Batch Normal-
ization layer (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) to facilitate the knowledge transfer between
the source and target domains. When conducting the baseline experiments, we use
the code provided by the authors and modify the original settings to fit federated
DA setting (i.e. each domain has its own model), denoted by f -DAN and f -DANN.
In addition, to demonstrate the difficulty of UFDA where accessing all source data
with a single model is prohibative, we also perform the corresponding multi-source
DA experiments (shared source data).
The experimental results are shown in Table 4.2. From the results, we can make
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Models mt,sv,sy,up→mm mm,sv,sy,up→mt mt,mm,sy,up→sv mt,mm,sv,up→sy mt,mm,sv,sy→up Avg
Source Only 63.3±0.7 90.5±0.8 88.7±0.8 63.5±0.9 82.4±0.6 77.7
DAN 63.7±0.7 96.3±0.5 94.2±0.8 62.4±0.7 85.4±0.7 80.4
DANN 71.3±0.5 97.6±0.7 92.3±0.8 63.4±0.7 85.3±0.8 82.1
Source Only 49.6±0.8 75.4±1.3 22.7±0.9 44.3±0.7 75.5±1.4 53.5
AdaBN 59.3±0.8 75.3±0.7 34.2±0.6 59.7±0.7 87.1±0.9 61.3
AutoDIAL 60.7±1.6 76.8±0.9 32.4±0.5 58.7±1.2 90.3±0.9 65.8
f -DANN 59.5±0.6 86.1±1.1 44.3 ±0.6 53.4±0.9 89.7±0.9 66.6
f -DAN 57.5±0.8 86.4±0.7 45.3±0.7 58.4±0.7 90.8±1.1 67.7
FADA (I) 44.2±0.7 90.5±0.8 27.8±0.5 55.6±0.8 88.3±1.2 61.3
FADA (II) 58.2±0.8 92.5±0.9 48.3±0.6 62.1±0.5 90.6±1.1 70.3
FADA (III) 62.5±0.7 91.4±0.7 50.5±0.3 71.8±0.5 91.7±1.0 73.6
Table 4.2: Accuracy (%) on Digit-Five dataset with UFDA protocol. FADA achieves 73.6%,
outperforming other baselines. We incrementally add each component of our model, aiming
to study their effectiveness on the final results. (model I: with dynamic attention; model II:
I+adversarial alignment; model III: II+representation disentanglement. mt, up, sv, sy, mm are
abbreviations for MNIST, USPS, SVHN, Synthetic Digits, MNIST-M.)
the following observations. (1) Model III achieves 73.6% average accuracy, signifi-
cantly outperforming the baselines. (2) The results of model I and model II demon-
strate the effectiveness of dynamic attention and adversarial alignment. (3) Federated
DA displays much weaker results than multi-source DA, demonstrating that the newly
proposed UFDA learning setting is very challenging.
To dive deeper into the feature representation of our model versus other baselines,
we plot in Figure 4·4(a)-4·4(d) the t-SNE embeddings of the feature representations
learned on mm,mt,sv,sy→up task with source-only features, f -DANN features, f -
DAN features and FADA features, respectively. We observe that the feature embed-
dings of our model have smaller intra-class variance and larger inter-class variance
than f -DANN and f -DAN, demonstrating that our model is capable of generating the
desired feature embedding and can extract domain-invariant features across different
domains.
4.4.2 Experiments on Office-Caltech10
Office-Caltech10 (Gong et al., 2012) contains 10 common categories shared by Office-
31 (Saenko et al., 2010) and Caltech-256 datasets (Griffin et al., 2007). It contains
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Figure 4·4: Feature visualization: t-SNE plot of source-only features, f-DANN features, f-DAN
features and FADA features in sv,mm,mt,sy→up setting. We use different markers and colors
to denote different domains. The data points from target domain have been denoted by red for
better visual effect.
four domains: Caltech (C), which are sampled from Caltech-256 dataset, Amazon
(A), which contains images collected from amazon.com, Webcam (W) and DSLR
(D), which contains images taken by web camera and DSLR camera under office
environment.
We leverage two popular networks as the backbone of feature generator G, i.e.
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and ResNet (He et al., 2016). Both the networks
are pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). Other components of our model
are randomly initialized with the normal distribution. In the learning process, we set
the learning rate of randomly initialized parameters to ten times of the pre-trained
parameters as it will take more time for those parameters to converge.
The experimental results on Office-Caltech10 datasets are shown in Table 4.3.
We utilize the same backbones as the baselines and separately show the results. We
make the following observations from the results: (1) Our model achieves 86.5%
accuracy with an AlexNet backbone and 87.1% accuracy with a ResNet backbone,
outperforming the compared baselines. (2) All the models have similar performance
when C,D,W are selected as the target domain, but perform worse when A is selected
as the target domain. This phenomenon is probably caused by the large domain gap,
as the images in A are collected from amazon.com and contain a white background.
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Method C,D,W → A A,D,W → C A,C,W → D A,C,D → W Average
AlexNet 80.1±0.4 86.9±0.3 82.7±0.5 85.1±0.3 83.7
f -DAN 82.5±0.5 87.2±0.4 85.6±0.4 86.1±0.3 85.4
f -DANN 83.1±0.4 86.5±0.5 84.8±0.5 86.4±0.5 85.2
FADA (I) 81.2±0.3 87.1±0.6 83.5±0.5 85.9±0.4 84.4
FADA (II) 83.1±0.6 87.8±0.4 85.4±0.4 86.8±0.5 85.8
FADA(III) 84.3±0.6 88.4±0.5 86.1±0.4 87.3±0.5 86.5
ResNet101 81.9±0.5 87.9±0.3 85.7±0.5 86.9±0.4 85.6
AdaBN 82.2±0.4 88.2±0.6 85.9±0.7 87.4±0.8 85.7
AutoDIAL 83.3±0.6 87.7±0.8 85.6±0.7 87.1±0.6 85.9
f -DAN 82.7±0.3 88.1±0.5 86.5±0.3 86.5±0.3 85.9
f -DANN 83.5±0.4 88.5±0.3 85.9±0.5 87.1±0.4 86.3
FADA (I) 82.1±0.5 87.5±0.3 85.8±0.4 87.3±0.5 85.7
FADA (II) 83.2±0.4 88.4±0.3 86.4±0.5 87.8±0.4 86.5
FADA (III) 84.2±0.5 88.7±0.5 87.1±0.6 88.1±0.4 87.1
Table 4.3: Accuracy on Office-Caltech10 dataset with unsupervised federated domain adap-
tation protocol. The upper table shows the results for AlexNet backbone and the table below
shows the results for ResNet backbone.
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(d) FADA confusion matrix
Figure 4·5: (a)A-Distance of ResNet, f -DANN, and FADA features on two different tasks. (b)
training errors and dynamic weight on A,C,W→D task. (c)-(d) confusion matrices of f -DAN,
and FADA on A,C,D→W task.
To better analyze the effectiveness of FADA, we perform the following empirical
analysis:
(1) A-distance Ben-David et al. (2010) suggests A-distance as a measure of
domain discrepancy. Following Long et al. (2015), we calculate the approximate
A-distance d̂A = 2 (1− 2ε) for C,D,W→A and A,C,W→D tasks, where ε is the gen-
eralization error of a two-sample classifier (e.g. kernel SVM) trained on the binary
problem of distinguishing input samples between the source and target domains. In
Figure 4·5(a), we plot for tasks with raw ResNet features, f -DANN features, and
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FADA features, respectively. We observe that the d̂A on DADA features are smaller
than ResNet features and f -DANN features, demonstrating that FADA features are
harder to be distinguished between source and target.
(2) To show how the dynamic attention mechanism benefits the training process,
we plot the training loss w/ or w/o dynamic weights for A,C,W→D task in Fig-
ure 4·5(b). The figure shows the target model’s training error is much smaller when
dynamic attention is applied, which is consistent with the quantitative results. In
addition, in A,C,W→D setting, the weight of A decreases to the lower bound after
first a few epochs and the weight of W increases during the training process, as photos
in both D and W are taken in the same environment with different cameras.
(3) To better analyze the error mode, we plot the confusion matrices for f -DAN
and FADA on A,C,D-¿W task in Figure 4·5(c)-4·5(d). The figures show that f -DAN
mainly confuses ”calculator” vs. “keyboard”, “backpack” with “headphones”, while
FADA is able to distinguish them with disentangled features.
4.4.3 Experiments on DomainNet
DomainNet 2 This dataset contains approximately 0.6 million images distributed
among 345 categories. It comprises of six domains: Clipart (clp), a collection of
clipart images; Infograph (inf), infographic images with specific object; Painting (pnt),
artistic depictions of object in the form of paintings; Quickdraw (qdr), drawings from
the worldwide players of game “Quick Draw!”3; Real (rel, photos and real world
images; and Sketch (skt), sketches of specific objects. This dataset is very large-scale
and contains rich and informative vision cues across different domains, providing a
good testbed for unsupervised federated domain adaptation. Some sample images

















AlexNet 39.2±0.7 12.7±0.4 32.7±0.4 5.9±0.7 40.3±0.5 22.7±0.6 25.6
f -DAN 41.6±0.6 13.7±0.5 36.3±0.5 6.5±0.5 43.5±0.8 22.9±0.5 27.4
f -DANN 42.6±0.8 14.1±0.7 35.2±0.3 6.2±0.7 42.9±0.5 22.7±0.7 27.2
FADA (III) 44.9±0.7 15.9±0.6 36.3±0.8 8.6±0.8 44.5±0.6 23.2±0.8 28.9
ResNet101 41.6 ±0.6 14.5±0.7 35.7±0.7 8.4±0.7 43.5±0.7 23.3±0.7 27.7
f -DAN 43.5±0.7 14.1±0.6 37.6±0.7 8.3±0.6 44.5±0.5 25.1±0.5 28.9
f -DANN 43.1±0.8 15.2±0.9 35.7±0.4 8.2±0.6 45.2±0.7 27.1±0.6 29.1
FADA (III) 45.3±0.7 16.3±0.8 38.9 ±0.7 7.9±0.4 46.7±0.4 26.8±0.4 30.3
Table 4.4: Accuracy (%) on the DomainNet dataset dataset under UFDA protocol. The
upper table shows the results based on AlexNet backbone and the table below are the results
based on ResNet backbone.
The experimental results on DomainNet are shown in Table 4.4. Our model
achieves 28.9% and 30.3% accuracy with AlexNet and ResNet backbone, respectively.
In both scenarios, our model outperforms the baselines, demonstrating the effective-
ness of our model on large-scale dataset. Note that this dataset contains about 0.6
million images, and so even a one-percent performance improvement is not trivial.
From the experiment results, we can observe that all the models deliver less desirable
performance when infograph and quickdraw are selected as the target domains. This
phenomenon is mainly caused by the large domain shift between inf/qdr domain and
other domains.
4.4.4 Experiments on Amazon Review
Amazon Review (Blitzer et al., 2007b) This dataset provides a testbed for cross-
domain sentimental analysis of text. The task is to identify whether the sentiment of
the reviews is positive or negative. The dataset contains reviews from amazon.com
users for four popular merchandise categories: Books (B), DVDs (D), Electronics (E),
and Kitchen appliances (K). Following Gong et al. (2013), we utilize 400-dimensional
bag-of-words representation and leverage a fully connected deep neural network as
the backbone.
The experimental results on Amazon Review dataset are shown in Table 4.5. Our
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Method D,E,K → B B,E,K → D B,D,K → E B,D,E → K Average
Source Only 74.4±0.3 79.2±0.4 73.5 ±0.2 71.4±0.1 74.6
f -DANN 75.2±0.3 82.7±0.2 76.5±0.3 72.8±0.4 76.8
AdaBN 76.7±0.3 80.9±0.3 75.7±0.2 74.6±0.3 76.9
AutoDIAL 76.3±0.4 81.3±0.5 74.8±0.4 75.6±0.2 77.1
f -DAN 75.6±0.2 81.6±0.3 77.9±0.1 73.2±0.2 77.6
FADA (I) 74.8±0.2 78.9±0.2 74.5±0.3 72.5±0.2 75.2
FADA (II) 79.7±0.2 81.1±0.1 77.3±0.2 76.4±0.2 78.6
FADA (III) 78.1±0.2 82.7±0.1 77.4±0.2 77.5±0.3 78.9
Table 4.5: Accuracy (%) on “Amazon Review” dataset with unsupervised federated domain
adaptation protocol.
target mm mt sv sy up Avg A C D W Avg B D E K Avg
FADA w/o. attention 60.1 91.2 49.2 69.1 90.2 71.9 83.3 85.7 86.2 88.3 85.8 77.2 82.8 77.2 76.3 78.3
FADA w. attention 62.5 91.4 50.5 71.8 91.7 73.6 84.2 88.7 87.1 88.1 87.1 78.1 82.7 77.4 77.5 78.9
Table 4.6: The ablation study results show that the dynamic attention module is essential
for our FADA model.
model achieves an accuracy of 78.9% and outperforms the compared baselines. We
make two major observations from the results: (1) Our model is not only effective on
vision tasks but also performs well on linguistic tasks under UFDA learning schema.
(2) From the results of model I and II, we can observe the dynamic attention and
federated adversarial alignment are beneficial to improve the performance. However,
the performance boost from Model II to Model III is limited. This phenomenon shows
that the linguistic features are harder to disentangle comparing to visual features.
4.4.5 Ablation Study
To demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamic attention, we perform the ablation study
analysis. The Table 4.6 shows the results on “Digit-Five”, Office-Caltech10 and Ama-
zon Review benchmark. We observe that the performance drops in most of the exper-
iments when dynamic attention model is not applied. The dynamic attention model
is devised to cope with the varying convergence rates in the federated learning system,
i.e., different source domains have their own convergence rate. In addition, it will
increase the weight of a specific domain when the domain shift between that domain
and the target domain is small, and decrease the weight otherwise.
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4.5 Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 3 (Weighted error bound for federated domain adaptation). Let H be a
hypothesis class with VC-dimension d and {D̂Si}Ni=1, D̂T be empirical distributions
induced by a sample of size m from each source domain and target domain in a
federated learning system, respectively. Then, ∀α ∈ RN+ ,
∑N
i=1 αi = 1, with probability
at least 1− δ over the choice of samples, for each h ∈ H,












d̂H∆H(D̂Si , D̂T )︸ ︷︷ ︸









where λi is the risk of the optimal hypothesis on the mixture of DSi and T , and S̃ is
the mixture of source samples with size Nm.
Proof Consider a combined source domain which is equivalent to a mixture dis-
tribution of the N source domains, with the mixture weight α, where α ∈ RN+
and
∑N





i∈[N ] αiDSi), and the data sampled from D̃αS as S̃. Theoretically, we can
assume D̃αS and DT to be the source domain and target domain, respectively. Apply
Theorem 1, we have that for 0 < δ < 1, with probability of at least 1-δ over the choice
of samples, for each h ∈ H,
εT (h) ≤ ε̂S̃(h) +
1
2
d̂H∆H(D̂S̃, D̂T ) + 4
√
2d log(2Nm) + log(4/δ)
Nm
+ λα (4.10)







bdH H( bDS̃, bDT ) can be derived as follows:


















































↵i bdH H( bDSi , bDT )
the first inequality is derived by the triangle inequality. Similarly, with the triangle
inequality property, we can derive  ↵ 6
P
i2[N ] ↵i i. On the other hand, for 8hT 2 H,
we have: b✏S̃(hT ) = b✏S̃(
P
i2[N ] ↵ihSi). Replace b✏S̃(h),  ↵ and bdH H( bDS̃, bDT ) in Eq. 4.10,
we have:
✏T (hT )  b✏S̃(hT ) +
1
2
bdH H( bDS̃, bDT ) + 4
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2d log(2Nm) + log(4/ )
Nm| {z }
VC-Dimension Constraint
Remark The equation in Theorem 2 provides a theoretical error bound for unsuper-
vised federated domain adaptation as it assumes that the source data distributed on
di↵erent nodes can form a mixture source domain. In fact, the data on di↵erent node
can not be shared under the federated learning schema. The theoretical error bound
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bdH H( bDS̃, bDT ) can be derived as follows:
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In this chapter, we will explore multi-source domain adaptation (MSDA) and how
feature disentanglement can boost the performance of MSDA. Conventional unsuper-
vised domain adaptation (UDA) assumes that training data are sampled from a single
domain. This neglects the more practical scenario where training data are collected
from multiple sources, requiring multi-source domain adaptation. This means the
training images can be taken under different weather or lighting conditions, share
different visual cues, and even have different modalities. In particular, the main
challenges in the research of MSDA are that:
(1) the source data has multiple domains, which hampers the effectiveness of
mainstream single UDA method;
(2) source domains also possess domain shift with each other;
(3) the lack of large-scale multi-domain dataset hinders the development of MSDA
models.
In this chapter, we will first introduce a moment-matching method call M3SDA,
which aligns the moments of feature distributions of source and target domains. Then,
we will explore how feature disentanglement can boost the performance under the
multi-source domain adaptation setting.
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5.1 Introduction
Generalizing models learned on one visual domain to novel domains has been a major
obstacle in the quest for universal object recognition. The performance of the learned
models degrades significantly when testing on novel domains due to the presence of
domain shift (Quionero-Candela et al., 2009).
Recently, transfer learning and domain adaptation methods have been proposed
to mitigate the domain gap. For example, several UDA methods (Long et al., 2017;
Tzeng et al., 2014b; Long et al., 2015) incorporate Maximum Mean Discrepancy loss
into a neural network to diminish the domain discrepancy; other models introduce
different learning schema to align the source and target domains, including aligning
second order correlation (Sun et al., 2016; Peng and Saenko, 2018), moment match-
ing (Zellinger et al., 2017), adversarial domain confusion (Tzeng et al., 2017; Ganin
and Lempitsky, 2015; Saito et al., 2018b) and GAN-based alignment (Zhu et al.,
2017; Hoffman et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2017). However, most of current UDA meth-
ods assume that source samples are collected from a single domain. This assumption
neglects the more practical scenarios where labeled images are typically collected from
multiple domains.
In the context of MSDA, some theoretical analysis (Ben-David et al., 2010; Man-
sour et al., 2009; Crammer et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2018b; Hoffman et al., 2018a) has
been proposed for multi-source domain adaptation (MSDA). Ben-David et al (Ben-
David et al., 2010) pioneer this direction by introducing an H∆H-divergence be-
tween the weighted combination of source domains and target domain. More applied
works (Duan et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2018) use an adversarial discriminator to align
the multi-source domains with the target domain. However, these works focus only
on aligning the source domains with the target, neglecting the domain shift between
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Figure 5·1: We address Multi-Source Domain Adaptation where source images come
from multiple domains. We collect a large scale dataset with six domains, 345 categories,
and ∼0.6 million images. And we propose a model M3SDA to transfer knowledge from
multiple source domains to an unlabeled target domain.
correspond to moment matching approaches.
In terms of data, research has been hampered due to the lack of large-scale do-
main adaptation datasets, as state-of-the-art datasets contain only a few images or
have a limited number of classes. Many domain adaptation models exhibit satura-
tion when evaluated on these datasets. For example, many methods achieve ∼90%
accuracy on the popular Office (Saenko et al., 2010) dataset; Self-Ensembling (French
et al., 2018) reports ∼99% accuracy on the Digit-Five dataset and ∼92% accuracy
on Syn2Real (Peng et al., 2018b) dataset.
In this chapter, we first describe how did we collect and label a new multi-domain
dataset called DomainNet. Our dataset consists of six distinct domains, 345 categories
and ∼0.6 million images. A comparison of DomainNet and several existing datasets
is shown in Table 5.1, and example images are illustrated in Figure 5·1. We evaluate
several state-of-the-art single domain adaptation methods on our dataset, leading to
surprising findings. We also extensively evaluate our model on existing datasets and
on DomainNet and show that it outperforms the existing single- and multi-source
approaches.
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Dataset Year Images Classes Domains Description
Digit-Five - ∼100,000 10 5 digit
Office (Saenko et al., 2010) 2010 4,110 31 3 office
Office-Caltech (Gong et al., 2012) 2012 2,533 10 4 office
CAD-Pascal (Peng et al., 2015) 2015 12,000 20 6 animal,vehicle
Office-Home (Venkateswara et al., 2017) 2017 15,500 65 4 office, home
PACS (Li et al., 2017b) 2017 9,991 7 4 animal, stuff
Open MIC (Koniusz et al., 2018) 2018 16,156 - - museum
Syn2Real (Peng et al., 2018b) 2018 280,157 12 3 animal,vehicle
DomainNet(Ours) - 569,010 345 6 mixed
Table 5.1: A collection of most notable datasets to evaluate domain adaptation methods.
Specifically, Digit-Five dataset indicates five most popular digit datasets (MNIST, MNIST-
M USPS, Synthetic Digits, SVHN, and USPS) which are widely used to evaluate domain
adaptation models. Our dataset is challenging as it contains more images, categories, and
domains than other datasets.
Secondly, we propose a novel approach called M3SDA to tackle MSDA task by
aligning the source domains with the target domain, and aligning the source domains
with each other simultaneously. We dispose multiple complex adversarial training
procedures presented in (Xu et al., 2018), but directly align the moments of their
deep feature distributions, leading to a more robust and effective MSDA model. To
our best knowledge, we are the first to empirically demonstrate that aligning the
source domains is beneficial for MSDA tasks.
Thirdly, we extend existing theoretical analysis (Ben-David et al., 2010; Hoffman
et al., 2018a; Zhao et al., 2018b) to the case of moment-based divergence between
source and target domains, which provides new theoretical insight specifically for
moment matching approaches in domain adaptation, including our approach and
many others.
Finally, we explore how feature disentanglement can boost the performance on
multi-source domain adaptation setting. Similar to Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we




We will start by introducing some background about multi-source domain adaptation
and moment-matching algorithms, which is very related to our framework.
Single-source UDA Over the past decades, various single-source UDA methods
have been proposed. These methods can be taxonomically divided into three cate-
gories. The first category is the discrepancy-based DA approach, which utilizes differ-
ent metric learning schemas to diminish the domain shift between source and target
domains. Inspired by the kernel two-sample test (Gretton et al., 2007), Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) is applied to reduce distribution shift in various meth-
ods (Long et al., 2017; Tzeng et al., 2014b; Ghifary et al., 2014). Other commonly
used methods include correlation alignment (Sun et al., 2016; Peng and Saenko, 2018),
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Zhuang et al., 2015), andH divergence (Ben-David
et al., 2010). The second category is the adversarial-based approach (Liu and Tuzel,
2016; Tzeng et al., 2017). A domain discriminator is leveraged to encourage the
domain confusion by an adversarial objective. Among these approaches, generative
adversarial networks are widely used to learn domain-invariant features as well to
generate fake source or target data. Other frameworks utilize only adversarial loss to
bridge two domains. The third category is reconstruction-based, which assumes the
data reconstruction helps the DA models to learn domain-invariant features. The re-
construction is obtained via an encoder-decoder (Bousmalis et al., 2016; Ghifary et al.,
2016) or a GAN discriminator, such as dual-GAN (Yi et al., 2017), cycle-GAN (Zhu
et al., 2017), disco-GAN (Kim et al., 2017), and CyCADA (Hoffman et al., 2018b).
Though these methods make progress on UDA, few of them consider the practical
scenario where training data are collected from multiple sources. In this chapter, we
propose a model to tackle multi-source domain adaptation, which is a more general
and challenging scenario.
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Multi-Source Domain Adaptation Compared with single source UDA, multi-
source domain adaptation assumes that training data from multiple sources are avail-
able. Originated from the early theoretical analysis (Ben-David et al., 2010; Mansour
et al., 2009; Crammer et al., 2008), MSDA has many practical applications (Xu et al.,
2018; Duan et al., 2012). Ben-David et al (Ben-David et al., 2010) introduce anH∆H-
divergence between the weighted combination of source domains and target domain.
Crammer et al (Crammer et al., 2008) establish a general bound on the expected loss
of the model by minimizing the empirical loss on the nearest k sources. Mansour et
al (Mansour et al., 2009) claim that the target hypothesis can be represented by a
weighted combination of source hypotheses. In the more applied works, Deep Cock-
tail Network (DCTN) (Xu et al., 2018) proposes a k-way domain discriminator and
category classifier for digit classification and real-world object recognition. Hoffman
et al (Hoffman et al., 2018a) propose normalized solutions with theoretical guaran-
tees for cross-entropy loss, aiming to provide a solution for the MSDA problem with
very practical benefits. Duan et al (Duan et al., 2012) propose Domain Selection
Machine for event recognition in consumer videos by leveraging a large number of
loosely labeled web images from different sources. Different from these methods, our
model directly matches all the distributions by matching the moments. Moreover,
we provide a concrete proof of why matching the moments of multiple distributions
works for multi-source domain adaptation.
Moment Matching The moments of distributions have been studied by the ma-
chine learning community for a long time. In order to diminish the domain dis-
crepancy between two domains, different moment matching schemes have been pro-
posed. For example, MMD matches the first moments of two distributions. Sun et
al (Sun et al., 2016) propose an approach that matches the second moments. Zhang
et al (Zhang et al., 2018) propose to align infinte-dimensional covariance matrices in
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RKHS. Zellinger et al (Zellinger et al., 2017) introduce a moment matching regularizer
to match high moments. As the generative adversarial network (GAN) becomes pop-
ular, many GAN-based moment matching approaches have been proposed. McGAN
(Mroueh et al., 2017) utilizes a GAN to match the mean and covariance of feature
distributions. GMMN (Li et al., 2015) and MMD GAN (Li et al., 2017a) are pro-
posed for aligning distribution moments with generative neural networks. Compared
to these methods, our work focuses on matching distribution moments for multiple
domains and more importantly, we demonstrate that this is crucial for multi-source
domain adaptation.
5.3 DomainNet dataset
We first summarize the state-of-the-art domain adaptation benchmarks and explain
how our DomainNet dataset differs from previous ones.
Several notable datasets that can be utilized to evaluate domain adaptation ap-
proaches are summarized in Table 5.1. The Office dataset (Saenko et al., 2010) is
a popular benchmark for office environment objects. It contains 31 categories cap-
tured in three domains: office environment images taken with a high quality camera
(DSLR), office environment images taken with a low quality camera (Webcam), and
images from an online merchandising website (Amazon). The office dataset and its
extension, Office-Caltech10 (Gong et al., 2012), have been used in numerous domain
adaptation papers (Long et al., 2015; Tzeng et al., 2017; Long et al., 2017; Sun et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2018), and the adaptation performance has reached ∼90% accuracy.
More recent benchmarks (Venkateswara et al., 2017; Koniusz et al., 2018; ?) are
proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of domain adaptation models. However, these
datasets are small-scale and limited by their specific environments, such as office,














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5·2: Statistics for our DomainNet dataset. The two plots show object
classes sorted by the total number of instances. The top figure shows the percentages
each domain takes in the dataset. The bottom figure shows the number of instances
grouped by 24 different divisions.
categories and 6 distinct domains. We capture various object divisions, ranging from
furniture, cloth, electronic to mammal, building, etc.
It is well-known that deep models require massive amounts of training data. Un-
fortunately, existing datasets for visual domain adaptation are either small-scale or
limited in the number of categories. We collect by far the largest domain adapta-
tion dataset to date, DomainNet . The DomainNet dataset contains six domains,
with each domain containing 345 categories of common objects. The domains include
Clipart (clp): collection of clipart images; Infograph (inf): infographic images with
specific object; Painting (pnt): artistic depictions of objects in the form of paintings;
Quickdraw (qdr): drawings of the worldwide players of game “Quick Draw!”; Real
(rel): photos and real world images; and Sketch (skt): sketches of specific objects.
The images from clipart, infograph, painting, real, and sketch domains are col-
lected by searching a category name combined with a domain name (e.g.“aeroplane
painting”) in different image search engines. One of the main challenges is that the
downloaded data contain a large portion of outliers. To clean the dataset, we hire
20 annotators to manually filter out the outliers. This process took around 2,500
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hours (more than 2 weeks) in total. To control the annotation quality, we assign
two annotators to each image, and only take the images agreed by both annotators.
After the filtering process, we keep 423.5k images from the 1.2 million images crawled
from the web. The dataset has an average of around 150 images per category for cli-
part and infograph domain, around 220 per category for painting and sketch domain,
and around 510 for real domain. A statistical overview of the dataset is shown in
Figure 5·2.
The quickdraw domain is collected with from quickdrawing game and we down-
loaded the data directly from https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/. The raw data
are presented as a series of discrete points with temporal information. We use the
B-spline (De Boor et al., 1978) algorithm to connect all the points in each strike to get
a complete drawing. We choose 500 images for each category to form the quickdraw
domain, which contains 172.5k images in total.
5.4 Moment Matching for Multi-Source Domain Adaptation
Given DS = {D1,D2, ...,DN} the collection of labeled source domains and DT the
unlabeled target domain, where all domains are defined by bounded rational mea-
sures on input space X , the multi-source domain adaptation problem aims to find a
hypothesis in the given hypothesis space H, which minimizes the testing target error
on DT .
Definition 1 Assume X1, X2 , ..., XN , XT are collections of i.i.d. samples from






































Feature Extractor Moment Matching Component
Classifiers Trained
on Source Domains
  i-th source domain   j-th source domain   target domain Dotted lines appear in test phase
Figure 5·3: The framework of Moment Matching for Multi-source Domain Adaptation
(M3SDA). Our model consists of three components: i) feature extractor, ii) moment
matching component, and iii) classifiers. Our model takes multi-source annotated training
data as input and transfers the learned knowledge to classify the unlabeled target samples.
Without loss of generality, we show the i -th domain and j-th domain as an example. The
feature extractor maps the source domains into a common feature space. The moment
matching component attempts to match the i -th and j-th domains with the target domain,
as well as matching the i -th domain with the j-th domain. The final predictions of target
samples are based on the weighted outputs of the i -th and j-th classifiers.
M3SDA We propose a moment-matching model for MSDA based on deep neural
networks. As shown in Figure 5·3, our model comprises of a feature extractor G, a
moment-matching component, and a set of N classifiers C = {C1, C2, ..., CN}. The
feature extractor G maps DS, DT to a common latent feature space. The moment
matching component minimizes the moment-related distance defined in Equation 5.1.
The N classifiers are trained on the annotated source domains with cross-entropy loss.








where LDi is the softmax cross entropy loss for the classifier Ci on domain Di, and λ
is the trade-off parameter.
M3SDA assumes that p(y|x) will be aligned automatically when aligning p(x), which
might not hold in practice. To mitigate this limitation, we further propose M3SDA-β.
M3SDA-β In order to align p(y|x) and p(x) at the same time, we follow the training
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paradigm proposed by Saito et al. (2018b). In particular, we leverage two classifiers
per domain to form N pairs of classifiers C =
{
(C1, C1), (C2, C2), ..., (CN , CN)
}
. The
training procedure includes three steps. i). We train G and C to classify the multi-
source samples correctly. The objective is similar to Equation 5.2. ii). We then train
the classifier pairs for a fixed G. The goal is to make the discrepancy of each pair of
classifiers as large as possible on the target domain. For example, the outputs of C1
and C1 should possess a large discrepancy. Following Saito et al. (2018b), we define
the discrepancy of two classifiers as the L1-distance between the outputs of the two








|PCi(DT )− PCi(DT )|, (5.3)
where PCi(DT ), PCi(DT ) denote the outputs of Ci, Ci respectively on the target
domain. iii). Finally, we fix C and train G to minimize the discrepancy of each





|PCi(DT )− PCi(DT )|, (5.4)
These three training steps are performed periodically until the whole network con-
verges.
Ensemble Schema In the testing phase, testing data from the target domain are for-
warded through the feature generator and the N classifiers. We propose two schemas
to combine the outputs of the classifiers:
• average the outputs of the classifiers, marked as M3SDA∗
• Derive a weight vector W = (w1, . . . , wN−1) (
∑N−1
i=1 wi = 1, assuming N -th do-
main is the target). The final prediction is the weighted average of the outputs.
To this end, how to derive the weight vector becomes a critical problem. The main
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philosophy of the weight vector is to make it represent the intrinsic closeness between
the target domain and source domains. In our setting, the weighted vector is derived





In the next, we will describe the theoretical insight of our model. Following Ben-
David et al. (2010), we introduce a rigorous model of multi-source domain adaptation
for binary classification. A domain D = (µ, f) is defined by a probability measure
(distribution) µ on the input space X and a labeling function f : X → {0, 1}. A
hypothesis is a function h : X → {0, 1}. The probability that h disagrees with the
domain labeling function f under the domain distribution µ is defined as:





For a source domain DS and a target domain DT , we refer to the source error and
the target error of a hypothesis h as εS(h) = εDS(h) and εT (h) = εDT (h) respectively.
When the expectation in Equation 5.5 is computed with respect to an empirical
distribution, we denote the corresponding empirical error by ε̂D(h), such as ε̂S(h) and
ε̂T (h). In particular, we examine algorithms that minimize convex combinations of
source errors, i.e., given a weight vector α = (α1, . . . , αN) with
∑N
j=1 αj = 1, we define
the α-weighted source error of a hypothesis h as εα(h) =
∑N
j=1 αjεj(h), where εj(h)
is the shorthand of εDj(h). The empirical α-weighted source error can be defined
analogously and denoted by ε̂α(h).
Previous theoretical bounds (Ben-David et al., 2010; Hoffman et al., 2018a; Zhao
et al., 2018b) on the target error are based on theH∆H-divergence between the source
and target domains. While providing theoretical insights for general multi-source
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domain adaptation, these H∆H-divergence based bounds do not directly motivate
moment-based approaches. In order to provide a specific insight for moment-based
approaches, we introduce the k-th order cross-moment divergence between domains,
denoted by dCMk(·, ·), and extend the analysis in Ben-David et al. (2010) to derive
the following moment-based bound for multi-source domain adaptation.
Theorem 4 Let H be a hypothesis space of V C dimension d. Let m be the size of
labeled samples from all sources {D1,D2, ...,DN}, Sj be the labeled sample set of size
βjm (
∑
j βj = 1) drawn from µj and labeled by the groundtruth labeling function fj.
If ĥ ∈ H is the empirical minimizer of ε̂α(h) for a fixed weight vector α and h∗T =
minh∈H εT (h) is the target error minimizer, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1) and any ε > 0,
there exist N integers {njε}Nj=1 and N constants {anjε}
N
j=1, such that with probability
at least 1− δ,


























and λj = minh∈H{εT (h)+εj(h)}.
Theorem 4 shows that the upper bound on the target error of the learned hypoth-





domain and each source domain.1 This provides a direct motivation for moment
matching approaches beyond ours. In particular, it motivates our multi-source do-
main adaptation approach to align the moments between each target-source pair.







bounded by the pairwise divergences between source domains. To see this, consider
the toy example consisting of two sources D1,D2, and a target DT , since dCMk(·, ·) is














1Note that single source is just a special case when N = 1.
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Standards Models :→mm :→mt :→up :→sv :→sy Avg
Source
Combine
Source Only 63.70±0.83 92.30±0.91 90.71±0.54 71.51±0.75 83.44±0.79 80.33±0.76
DAN 67.87±0.75 97.50± 0.62 93.49±0.85 67.80±0.84 86.93±0.93 82.72± 0.79
DANN 70.81±0.94 97.90±0.83 93.47±0.79 68.50±0.85 87.37±0.68 83.61±0.82
Multi-
Source
Source Only 63.37±0.74 90.50±0.83 88.71±0.89 63.54±0.93 82.44±0.65 77.71±0.81
DAN 63.78±0.71 96.31±0.54 94.24±0.87 62.45±0.72 85.43±0.77 80.44±0.72
CORAL 62.53±0.69 97.21±0.83 93.45±0.82 64.40±0.72 82.77±0.69 80.07±0.75
DANN 71.30±0.56 97.60±0.75 92.33±0.85 63.48±0.79 85.34±0.84 82.01±0.76
JAN 65.88±0.68 97.21±0.73 95.42±0.77 75.27±0.71 86.55±0.64 84.07±0.71
ADDA 71.57± 0.52 97.89±0.84 92.83±0.74 75.48±0.48 86.45±0.62 84.84±0.64
DCTN 70.53±1.24 96.23±0.82 92.81±0.27 77.61±0.41 86.77±0.78 84.79±0.72
MCD 72.50±0.67 96.21±0.81 95.33±0.74 78.89±0.78 87.47±0.65 86.10±0.73
M3SDA 69.76±0.86 98.58±0.47 95.23±0.79 78.56±0.95 87.56±0.53 86.13±0.64
M3SDA-β 72.82±1.13 98.43±0.68 96.14±0.81 81.32±0.86 89.58±0.56 87.65± 0.75
Table 5.2: Digits Classification Results. mt, up, sv, sy, mm are abbreviations for MNIST,
USPS, SVHN, Synthetic Digits, MNIST-M, respectively. Our model M3SDA and M3SDA-
β achieve 86.13% and 87.65% accuracy, outperforming other baselines by a large margin.
This motivates our algorithm to also align the moments between each pair of source
domains.
5.5 Experiments
We perform an extensive evaluation on the following tasks: digit classification (MNIST,
SVHN, USPS, MNIST-M, Sythetic Digits), Office-Caltech10), and DomainNet dataset.
In total, we conduct 714 experiments. The experiments are run on a GPU-cluster
with 24 GPUs and the total running time is more than 21,440 GPU-hours. Due to
space limitations, we only report major results; more implementation details are pro-
vided in the supplementary material. All of our experiments are implemented in the
PyTorch2 platform.
5.5.1 Experiments on Digit Recognition
Five digit datasets are sampled from five different sources, namely MNIST (LeCun
et al., 1998), Synthetic Digits (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), MNIST-M (Ganin and
Lempitsky, 2015), SVHN, and USPS. Following DCTN (Xu et al., 2018), we sample
25000 images from training subset and 9000 from testing subset in MNIST, MINST-
2http://pytorch.org
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M, SVHN, and Synthetic Digits. USPS dataset contains only 9298 images in total,
so we take the entire dataset as a domain. In all of our experiments, we take turns
to set one domain as the target domain and the rest as the source domains.
We take four state-of-the-art discrepancy-based approaches: Deep Adaptation
Network (Long et al., 2015) (DAN), Joint Adaptation Network (JAN), and Correla-
tion Alignment (Sun et al., 2016) (CORAL), and four adversarial-based approaches:
Domain Adversarial Neural Network (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015) (DANN), Adver-
sarial Discriminative Domain Adaptation (Tzeng et al., 2017) (ADDA), Maximum
Classifier Discrepancy (MCD) and Deep Cocktail Network (Xu et al., 2018) (DCTN)
as our baselines. In the source combine setting, all the source domains are combined
to a single domain, and the baseline experiments are conducted in a traditional single
domain adaptation manner.
The results are shown in Table 5.2. Our model M3SDA achieves an 86.13% aver-
age accuracy, and M3SDA-β boosts the performance to 87.65%, outperforming other
baselines by a large margin. For a fair comparison, all the experiments are based on
the same network architecture. For each experiment, we run the same setting for five
times and report the mean and standard deviation.
5.5.2 Experiments on Office-Caltech10
The Office-Caltech10 (Gong et al., 2012) dataset is extended from the standard Of-
fice31 (Saenko et al., 2010) dataset. It consists of the same 10 object categories from
4 different domains: Amazon, Caltech, DSLR, and Webcam.
The experimental results on Office-Caltech10 dataset are shown in Table 5.3. Our
model M3SDA gets a 96.1% average accuracy on this dataset, and M3SDA-β further
boosts the performance to 96.4%. All the experiments are based on ResNet-101 pre-
trained on ImageNet. As far as we know, our models achieve the best performance
among all the results ever reported on this dataset. We have also tried AlexNet, but
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:→W :→D :→C :→A Avg
Source Combine Source only 99.0 98.3 87.8 86.1 92.8DAN 99.3 98.2 89.7 94.8 95.5
Multi-Source
Source only 99.1 98.2 85.4 88.7 92.9
DAN 99.5 99.1 89.2 91.6 94.8
DCTN 99.4 99.0 90.2 92.7 95.3
JAN 99.4 99.4 91.2 91.8 95.5
MCD 99.5 99.1 91.5 92.1 95.6
M3SDA (ours) 99.4 99.2 91.5 94.1 96.1
M3SDA-β (ours) 99.5 99.2 92.2 94.5 96.4
Table 5.3: Results on Office-Caltech10 dataset. A,C,W and D represent Amazon, Cal-
tech, Webcam and DSLR, respectively. All the experiments are based on ResNet-101
pre-trained on ImageNet.
it did not work as well as ResNet-101.
5.5.3 Experiments on DomainNet
Single-Source Adaptation To demonstrate the intrinsic difficulty of DomainNet,
we evaluate multiple state-of-the-art algorithms for single-source adaptation: Deep
Alignment Network (DAN) (Long et al., 2015), Joint Adaptation Network (JAN) (Long
et al., 2017), Domain Adversarial Neural Network (DANN) (Ganin and Lempitsky,
2015), Residual Transfer Network (RTN) (Long et al., 2016), Adversarial Deep Do-
main Adaptation (ADDA) (Tzeng et al., 2017), Maximum Classifier Discrepancy
(MCD) (Saito et al., 2018b), and Self-Ensembling (SE) (French et al., 2018). As the
DomainNet dataset contains 6 domains, experiments for 30 different (sources, target)
combinations are performed for each baseline. For each domain, we follow a 70%/30%
split scheme to participate our dataset into training and testing trunk. All other ex-
perimental settings (neural network, learning rate, stepsize, etc.) are kept the same
as in the original papers. Specifically, DAN, JAN, DANN, and RTN are based on
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), ADDA and MCD are based on ResNet-101 (He
et al., 2016), and SE is based on ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016). Table 5.4 shows all the
source-only and experimental results. The results show that our dataset is challeng-
ing, especially for the infograph and quickdraw domain. We argue that the difficulty
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AlexNet clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg. DAN clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg.
clp 65.5 8.2 21.4 10.5 36.1 10.8 17.4 clp N/A 9.1 23.4 16.2 37.9 29.7 23.2
inf 32.9 27.7 23.8 2.2 26.4 13.7 19.8 inf 17.2N/A15.6 4.4 24.8 13.5 15.1
pnt 28.1 7.5 57.6 2.6 41.6 20.8 20.1 pnt 29.9 8.9 N/A 7.9 42.1 26.1 23.0
qdr 13.4 1.2 2.5 68.0 5.5 7.1 5.9 qdr 14.2 1.6 4.4 N/A 8.5 10.1 7.8
rel 36.9 10.2 33.9 4.9 72.8 23.1 21.8 rel 37.4 11.5 33.3 10.1N/A26.4 23.7
skt 35.5 7.1 21.9 11.8 30.8 56.3 21.4 skt 39.1 8.8 28.2 13.9 36.2N/A 25.2
Avg. 29.4 6.8 20.7 6.4 28.1 15.1 17.8 Avg. 27.6 8.0 21.0 10.5 29.9 21.2 19.7
RTN clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg. ADDA clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg.
clp N/A 8.1 21.1 13.1 36.1 26.5 21.0 clp N/A11.2 24.1 3.2 41.9 30.7 22.2
inf 15.6N/A15.3 3.4 25.1 12.8 14.4 inf 19.1N/A16.4 3.2 26.9 14.6 16.0
pnt 26.8 8.1 N/A 5.2 40.6 22.6 20.7 pnt 31.2 9.5 N/A 8.4 39.1 25.4 22.7
qdr 15.1 1.8 4.5 N/A 8.5 8.9 7.8 qdr 15.7 2.6 5.4 N/A 9.9 11.9 9.1
rel 35.3 10.7 31.7 7.5 N/A22.9 21.6 rel 39.5 14.5 29.1 12.1N/A25.7 24.2
skt 34.1 7.4 23.3 12.6 32.1N/A 21.9 skt 35.3 8.9 25.2 14.9 37.6N/A 25.4
Avg. 25.4 7.2 19.2 8.4 28.4 18.7 17.9 Avg. 28.2 9.3 20.1 8.4 31.1 21.7 19.8
JAN clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg. DANN clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg.
clp N/A 7.8 24.5 14.3 38.1 25.7 22.1 clp N/A 9.1 23.2 13.7 37.6 28.6 22.4
inf 17.6N/A18.7 8.7 28.1 15.3 17.7 inf 17.9N/A16.4 2.1 27.8 13.3 15.5
pnt 27.5 8.2 N/A 7.1 43.1 23.9 22.0 pnt 29.1 8.6 N/A 5.1 41.5 24.7 21.8
qdr 17.8 2.2 7.4 N/A 8.1 10.9 9.3 qdr 16.8 1.8 4.8 N/A 9.3 10.2 8.6
rel 33.5 9.1 32.5 7.5 N/A21.9 20.9 rel 36.5 11.4 33.9 5.9 N/A24.5 22.4
skt 35.3 8.2 27.7 13.3 36.8N/A 24.3 skt 37.9 8.2 26.3 12.2 35.3N/A 24.0
Avg. 26.3 7.1 22.2 10.2 30.8 19.5 19.4 Avg. 27.6 7.8 20.9 7.8 30.3 20.3 19.1
MCD clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg. SE clp inf pnt qdr rel skt Avg.
clp N/A14.2 26.1 1.6 45.0 33.8 24.1 clp N/A 9.7 12.2 2.2 33.4 23.1 16.1
inf 23.6N/A21.2 1.5 36.7 18.0 20.2 inf 10.3N/A 9.6 1.2 13.1 6.9 8.2
pnt 34.4 14.8N/A 1.9 50.5 28.4 26.0 pnt 17.1 9.4 N/A 2.1 28.4 15.9 14.6
qdr 15.0 3.0 7.0 N/A11.5 10.2 9.3 qdr 13.6 3.9 11.6N/A16.4 11.5 11.4
rel 42.6 19.6 42.6 2.2 N/A29.3 27.2 rel 31.7 12.9 19.9 3.7 N/A26.3 18.9
skt 41.2 13.7 27.6 3.8 34.8N/A 24.2 skt 18.7 7.8 12.2 7.7 28.9N/A 15.1
Avg. 31.4 13.1 24.9 2.2 35.7 23.9 21.9 Avg. 18.3 8.7 13.1 3.4 24.1 16.7 14.1
Table 5.4: Single-source baselines on the DomainNet dataset. Several single-source
adaptation baselines are evaluated on the DomainNet dataset, including AlexNet, DAN,
JAN, DANN, RTN, ADDA, MCD, SE. In each sub-table, the column-wise domains are
selected as the source domain and the row-wise domains are selected as the target domain.
The green numbers represent the average performance of each column or row. The red
numbers denote the average accuracy for all the 30 (source, target) combinations.
is mainly introduced by the large number of categories in our dataset.
Multi-Source Domain Adaptation Inspired by Xu et al. (2018), we introduce
two MSDA standards:
(1) single best, reporting the single best-performing source transfer result on the
test set
(2) source combine, combining the source domains to a single domain and per-
forming traditional single-source adaptation.
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Standards Models :→clp :→inf :→pnt :→qdr :→rel :→skt Avg
Single
Best
Source Only 39.6±0.58 8.2±0.75 33.9 ± 0.62 11.8 ± 0.69 41.6 ± 0.84 23.1±0.72 26.4 ± 0.70
DAN 39.1±0.51 11.4±0.81 33.3±0.62 16.2±0.38 42.1±0.73 29.7±0.93 28.6±0.63
RTN 35.3±0.73 10.7±0.61 31.7±0.82 13.1±0.68 40.6±0.55 26.5±0.78 26.3±0.70
JAN 35.3±0.71 9.1±0.63 32.5±0.65 14.3±0.62 43.1±0.78 25.7±0.61 26.7±0.67
DANN 37.9±0.69 11.4±0.91 33.9±0.60 13.7±0.56 41.5±0.67 28.6±0.63 27.8±0.68
ADDA 39.5±0.81 14.5±0.69 29.1±0.78 14.9±0.54 41.9±0.82 30.7±0.68 28.4±0.72
SE 31.7±0.70 12.9±0.58 19.9±0.75 7.7±0.44 33.4±0.56 26.3±0.50 22.0±0.66
MCD 42.6±0.32 19.6±0.76 42.6±0.98 3.8±0.64 50.5±0.43 33.8±0.89 32.2±0.66
Source
Combine
Source Only 47.6±0.52 13.0±0.41 38.1±0.45 13.3±0.39 51.9±0.85 33.7±0.54 32.9±0.54
DAN 45.4±0.49 12.8±0.86 36.2±0.58 15.3±0.37 48.6±0.72 34.0±0.54 32.1±0.59
RTN 44.2±0.57 12.6±0.73 35.3±0.59 14.6±0.76 48.4±0.67 31.7±0.73 31.1±0.68
JAN 40.9±0.43 11.1±0.61 35.4±0.50 12.1±0.67 45.8±0.59 32.3±0.63 29.6±0.57
DANN 45.5±0.59 13.1±0.72 37.0±0.69 13.2±0.77 48.9±0.65 31.8±0.62 32.6±0.68
ADDA 47.5±0.76 11.4±0.67 36.7±0.53 14.7±0.50 49.1±0.82 33.5±0.49 32.2±0.63
SE 24.7±0.32 3.9±0.47 12.7±0.35 7.1±0.46 22.8±0.51 9.1±0.49 16.1±0.43
MCD 54.3±0.64 22.1±0.70 45.7±0.63 7.6±0.49 58.4±0.65 43.5±0.57 38.5±0.61
Multi-
Source
DCTN 48.6±0.73 23.5±0.59 48.8±0.63 7.2±0.46 53.5±0.56 47.3±0.47 38.2±0.57
M3SDA∗ 57.0±0.79 22.1±0.68 50.5±0.45 4.4± 0.21 62.0±0.45 48.5±0.56 40.8± 0.52
M3SDA 57.2±0.98 24.2±1.21 51.6±0.44 5.2±0.45 61.6±0.89 49.6±0.56 41.5±0.74
M3SDA-β 58.6±0.53 26.0± 0.89 52.3±0.55 6.3±0.58 62.7±0.51 49.5±0.76 42.6±0.64
Oracle
Results
AlexNet 65.5±0.56 27.7±0.34 57.6±0.49 68.0±0.55 72.8±0.67 56.3±0.59 58.0±0.53
ResNet101 69.3±0.37 34.5±0.42 66.3±0.67 66.8±0.51 80.1±0.59 60.7±0.48 63.0±0.51
ResNet152 71.0±0.63 36.1±0.61 68.1 ± 0.49 69.1±0.52 81.3±0.49 65.2±0.57 65.1±0.55
Table 5.5: Multi-source domain adaptation results on the DomainNet dataset. Our
model M3SDA and M3SDA-β achieves 41.5% and 42.6% accuracy, significantly outper-
forming all other baselines. M3SDA∗ indicates the normal average of all the classifiers.
When the target domain is quickdraw, the multi-source methods perform worse than
single-source and source only baselines, which indicates negative transfer occurs in this
case. (clp: clipart, inf: infograph, pnt: painting, qdr: quickdraw, rel: real, skt: sketch.)
The first standard evaluates whether MSDA can improve the best single source
UDA results; the second testify whether MSDA is necessary to exploit.
For both single best and source combine experiment setting, we take the follow-
ing state-of-the-art methods as our baselines: Deep Alignment Network (DAN) (Long
et al., 2015), Joint Adaptation Network (JAN) (Long et al., 2017), Domain Adversar-
ial Neural Network (DANN) (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), Residual Transfer Network
(RTN) (Long et al., 2016), Adversarial Deep Domain Adaptation (ADDA) (Tzeng
et al., 2017), Maximum Classifier Discrepancy (MCD) (Saito et al., 2018b), and Self-
Ensembling (SE) (French et al., 2018). For multi-source domain adaptation, we take
Deep Cocktail Network (DCTN) (Xu et al., 2018) as our baseline.
The experimental results of multi-source domain adaptation are shown in Ta-
ble 5.5. We report the results of the two different weighting schemas and all the
baseline results in Table 5.5. Our model M3SDA achieves an average accuracy of
41.5%, and M3SDA-β boosts the performance to 42.6%. The results demonstrate
that our models designed for MSDA outperform the single best UDA results, the
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Figure 5·4: Accuracy vs. Number of categories. This plot shows the painting→real
scenario.
source combine results, and the multi-source baseline. From the experimental re-
sults, we make three interesting observations. (1)The performance of M3SDA∗ is
40.8%. After applying the weight vector W , M3SDAimproves the mean accuracy by
0.7 percent. (2) In clp,inf,pnt,rel,skt→qdr setting, the performances of our models (as
well as DCTN (Xu et al., 2018)) are worse than source-only baseline, which indicates
that negative transfer (Pan and Yang, 2010) occurs. (3) In the source combine setting,
the performances of DAN (Long et al., 2015), RTN (Long et al., 2016), JAN (Long
et al., 2017), DANN (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015) are lower than the source only
baseline, indicating the negative transfer happens when the training data are from
multiple source domains.
Effect of Category Number To show how the number of categories affects the per-
formance of state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods, we choose the painting→real
setting in DomainNet and gradually increase the number of category from 20 to 345.
The results are in Figure 5·4. An interesting observation is that when the number of
categories is small (which is exactly the case in most domain adaptation benchmarks),
all methods tend to perform well. However, their performances drop at different rates
when the number of categories increases. For example, SE (French et al., 2018) per-
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Schema digit-five Office-Caltech10 DomainNet
S-S only 81.5 (+4.1) 94.5 (+1.6) 34.4 (+1.5)
S-T only 85.8 (+8.1) 96.2 (+3.3) 39.7 (+6.8)
M3SDA-β 87.7 (+10) 96.4 (+3.5) 42.6 (+9.7)
Table 5.6: S-S only: only matching source domains with each other; S-T only: only
matching source with target; “+”: performance gain from baseline.
forms the best when there is a limit number of categories, but worst when the number
of categories is larger than 150.
5.5.4 Ablation Study
To show how much performance gain we can get through source-source alignment (S-
S) and source-target (S-T) alignment, we perform ablation study based on our model.
From Table 5.6, we observe the key factor to the performance boost is matching the
moments of source distributions to the target distribution. Matching source domains
with each other further boosts the performance. The experimental results empirically
demonstrate that aligning source domains is essential for MSDA.
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Chapter 6
Domain2Vec: Domain Embedding for
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
In this chapter, we present a coherent framework for feature disentanglement and show
its effectiveness on domain embedding. Specifically, we devise a domain-to-vector
(Domain2Vec) model to map different visual domains to vector space. The objective
of the feature disentanglement is to disentangle out the domain-invariant and domain-
specific features from the deep features extracted with deep neural networks. We show
that the domain-specific features can be a good representation in our domain-to-vector
model.
Conventional unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) studies the knowledge trans-
fer between a limited number of domains. This neglects the more practical scenario
where data are distributed in numerous different domains in the real world. To
describe and learn relations between different domains, we propose a novel Do-
main2Vec model to provide vectorial representations of visual domains based on
joint learning of feature disentanglement and Gram matrix. To evaluate the effective-
ness of our Domain2Vec model, we create two large-scale cross-domain benchmarks.
The first one is TinyDA, which contains 54 domains and about one million MNIST-
style images. The second benchmark is DomainBank, which is collected from 56
existing vision datasets. We demonstrate that our embedding is capable of predicting
domain similarities that match our intuition about visual relations between different
domains. Extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the power of our new
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datasets in benchmarking state-of-the-art multi-source domain adaptation methods,
as well as the advantage of our proposed model.
6.1 Introduction
In the direction of recent domain adaptation research, many unsupervised Domain
Adaptation (UDA) methods have been proposed to mitigate the domain gap. For
example, several UDA models (Long et al., 2017; Tzeng et al., 2014b; Long et al.,
2015) incorporate Maximum Mean Discrepancy loss into a neural network to min-
imize the domain discrepancy; other models propose different learning schema to
align the marginal feature distributions of the source and target domains, including
aligning second-order correlation (Sun et al., 2016; Peng and Saenko, 2018), moment
matching (Zellinger et al., 2017), GAN-based alignment (Zhu et al., 2017; Hoffman
et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2017), and adversarial domain confusion (Ganin and Lempit-
sky, 2015; Saito et al., 2018a). However, most of the current UDA methods consider
domain adaptation between limited number of domains (usually one source domain
and one target domain). In addition, the stat-of-the-art UDA models mainly focus on
aligning the feature distribution of the source domain with that of the target domain,
and fails to consider the natural distance and relations between different domains.
These properties neglects the more practical scenarios where multiple domain exists
and the relations between different domains are unclear. For example, given a target
domain and multiple source domains, how to evaluate the natural domain distance
between the target domain and each source domain? How to select one or several
domains from the source domain pool such that the target domain can get the best
performance?
In this chapter, we introduce the Domain2Vec embedding to represent do-
mains as elements of a vector space. Formally, given N distinct domains D̂ =
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{D̂1, D̂2, ..., D̂N}1 domains, the aim is the learn a domain to vector mapping Φ :
D̂ → V . We would like our Domain2Vec to hold the following properties: (i) given
two domains D̂i, D̂j, the performance of a model train on D̂i and test on D̂j should
be negatively correlated to the domain distance in the vector space V , i.e. smaller
domain distance leads to better cross-domain performance; (ii) the domain distance
should match our intuition about visual relations, for example, the domain distance
of two domains with building images (D̂buildingi , D̂
building
j ) should be smaller than that
of (D̂buildingi , D̂carj ). Our domain embedding can be used to reason about the space of
domains and solve many unsupervised domain adaptation problems. As a motivating
example, we study the problem of selecting the best combination of source domains
when a novel target domain emerges.
Computation of the Domain2Vec embedding leverages a duality between the
Gram matrix of deep representations and the disentangled domain-specific feature.
The high-level intuition is that the activations of a deep neural network (DNN) trained
on complex visual domains are a rich representation of the domain itself. Specifically,
given a domain defined by D̂ = {xj, yj}nij=1 with ni (i ∈ [1, N ]) examples, we feed
the data through a pre-train reference convolutional neural network which we call
feature generator G, and compute the activations of the fully connected layer as the
latent representation fG, as shown in Figure 6·1. Inspired by the feature disentangle-
ment idea (Peng et al., 2019b), we introduce a disentangler D to disentangle fG into
domain-specific feature fds and category-specific feature fcs. In addition, inspired by
the neural style transfer (Gatys et al., 2015), we compute the Gram matrix of the ac-
tivations of the hidden convolutional layers in the feature extractor. Given a domain
D̂ = {xj, yj}nij=1, we average the domain-specific features of all the training examples
in D̂ as the prototype of domain D̂. We utilize the concatenation of prototype and the
1In this literature, the calligraphic G,D denote Gram matrix and domains, and italic G,D denote
feature generator and disentangler, respectively.
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diagonal entries of the average Gram matrix as the final embedding vector of domain
D̂. Since the architectures of the feature generator and the disentangler are fixed, our
model provides a fixed-dimensional representation for D̂. We show this embedding
encodes the intrinsic properties of the domains.
Computation of the Domain2Vec embedding leverages a duality between the
Gram matrix of deep representations and the disentangled domain-specific feature.
The high-level intuition is that the activations of a deep neural network (DNN) trained
on complex visual domains are a rich representation of the domain itself. Specifically,
given a domain defined by D̂ = {xj, yj}nij=1 with ni (i ∈ [1, N ]) examples, we feed
the data through a pre-train reference convolutional neural network which we call
feature generator G, and compute the activations of the fully connected layer as the
latent representation fG, as shown in Figure 6·1. Inspired by the feature disentangle-
ment idea (Peng et al., 2019b), we introduce a disentangler D to disentangle fG into
domain-specific feature fds and category-specific feature fcs. In addition, inspired by
the neural style transfer (Gatys et al., 2015), we compute the Gram matrix of the ac-
tivations of the hidden convolutional layers in the feature extractor. Given a domain
D̂ = {xj, yj}nij=1, we average the domain-specific features of all the training examples
in D̂ as the prototype of domain D̂. We utilize the concatenation of prototype and the
diagonal entries of the average Gram matrix as the final embedding vector of domain
D̂. Since the architectures of the feature generator and the disentangler are fixed, our
model provides a fixed-dimensional representation for D̂. We show this embedding
encodes the intrinsic properties of the domains.
To evaluate our Domain2Vec model, a large-scale benchmark with multiple do-
mains is required. However, state-of-the-art cross-domain datasets contain only a
limited number of domains. For example, the large-scale DomainNet (Peng et al.,
2018a) which is released recently contains six domains, and the standard benchmark
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Office-31 (Saenko et al., 2010) only has three domains. In this chapter, we create
two large-scale datasets to facilitate the research of multiple domain embedding. The
first dataset is by far the largest MNIST-style cross domain dataset, named TinyDA.
This dataset contains 54 domains and about one million training examples. Follow-
ing Ganin and Lempitsky (2015), the images are generated by blending different
foreground shapes over patches randomly cropped from the background images. The
second benchmark is DomainBank, which contains 56 domains sampled from the
existing popular computer vision datasets.
Based on TinyDA dataset, we validate our Domain2Vec model’s property
on the negative correlation between the cross-domain performance and the domain
distance computed by our model. Then, we show the effectiveness of our Do-
main2Vec on multi-source domain adaptation. In addition, comprehensive exper-
iments on DomainBank benchmark with openset domain adaptation and partial
domain adaptation schema demonstrate that our model achieves significant improve-
ments over the stat-of-the-art methods.
6.2 Background
We will start by introducing some background about vectorial representation learning
and unsupervised domain adapation algorithms, which is very related to our frame-
work.
Discovery of effective representations that capture salient semantics for a given
task is a fundamental goal for perceptual learning. The individual dimensions in the
vectorial embedding have no inherent meaning. Instead, it is the overall patterns
of location and distance between vectors that machine learning takes advantage of.
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) models achieve global vectorial embbedings for word
by training on the nonzero elements in a word-word co-occurrence matrix, rather
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than on the entire sparse matrix or on individual context windows in a large corpus.
DECAF (Donahue et al., 2014) investigates semi-supervised multi-task learning of
deep convolutional representations, where representations are learned on a set of
related problems but applied to new tasks which have too few training examples to
learn a full deep representation. Modern state-of-the-art deep models (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; He et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2017; Huang
et al., 2017) learn semantic representations with supervision and are applied to various
vision and language processing tasks. Another work which is very related to our work
is the Task2Vec model (Achille et al., 2019) which leverage the Fisher Information
Matrix as the vectorial representation of different tasks. In this chapter, we introduce
a Domain2Vec framework to achieve deep domain embedding.
Deep neural networks have achieved remarkable success on diverse vision tasks (He
et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2015; He et al., 2017) but at the expense of tedious labor work
on labeling data. Given a large-scale unlabeled dataset, it is expensive to annotate
enough training data such that we can train a deep model that generalizes well to
that dataset. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (Saenko et al., 2010; Long et al.,
2015; Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015; Saito et al., 2018a; Peng et al., 2018a, 2019b;
French et al., 2018) provides an alternative way by transferring knowledge from a
different but related domain (source domain) to the domain of interest (target do-
main). Specifically, unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) aims to transfer the
knowledge learned from one or more labeled source domains to an unlabeled target
domain. Various methods have been proposed, including discrepancy-based UDA
approaches (Long et al., 2017; Tzeng et al., 2014a; Ghifary et al., 2014; Peng and
Saenko, 2018), adversary-based approaches (Liu and Tuzel, 2016; Liu et al., 2018a),
and reconstruction-based approaches (Yi et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017; Hoffman et al.,
2018b; Kim et al., 2017). These models are typically designed to tackle single source
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to single target adaptation. Compared with single source adaptation, multi-source 
domain adaptation (MSDA) assumes that training data are collected from multiple 
sources. Originating from the theoretical analysis in (Ben-David et al., 2010; Man-sour 
et al., 2009; Crammer et al., 2008), MSDA has been applied to many practical 
applications (Xu et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2018a). Specifically, Ben-
David et al (Ben-David et al., 2010) introduce an H∆H-divergence between the 
weighted combination of source domains and a target domain. Different from the 
previous work, we propose a Domain2Vec model to evaluate the natural distances 
between different domains.
6.3 Domain2Vec Model
We define the domain vectorization task as follows: given N domains D̂ = {D̂1, D̂2, ..., 
D̂N } domains, the aim is the learn a domain to vector mapping Φ : D̂ → V , which is 
capa-ble of predicting domain similarities that match our intuition about visual 
relations between different domains. Our Domain2Vec includes two components: we 
first leverage feature disentanglement to generate the domain-specific features, and 
then we achieve deep domain embedding by the joint learning of Gram Matrix of the 
latent representations and the domain-specific features.
6.3.1 Feature Disentanglement
Given an image-label pair (x,y), a deep neural network is a family of function pθ(y|x), 
trained to approximate the posterior p(y|x) by minimizing the cross entropy loss
Hpθ ,p̂(y|x) = Ex,y[− log pθ(y|x)], where p̂  is the empirical distribution defined by the
i-th domain Di = {xj , yj }j
ni
=1 with ni training examples, i ∈ [1, n]. It is beneficial, 
especially in domain vectorization task, to think of the deep neural network as com-
posed of two parts: a feature generator which computes the latent representations fθ =






















Figure 6·1: Our Domain2Vec architecture achieve deep domain embedding by by joint
learning of feature disentanglement and Gram matrix. We employ domain disentangle-
ment and class disentanglement to extract domain-specific features and category specific
features, both trained adversarially. We further apply a mutual information minimizer to
enhance the disentanglement.
given the representation fθ.
The latent representations fθ = φθ(x) are highly entangled with multiple hidden
factors. We propose to disentangle the hidden representations to domain-specific and
category-specific features. Figure 6·1 shows the proposed model. Given N domains,
the feature extractor G maps the input data to a latent feature vector fG, which
contains both the domain-specific and category-specific factors. The disentangler D
is trained to disentangle the feature fG to domain-specific feature fds and category-
specific feature fcs with cross-entropy loss and adversarial training loss. The feature
reconstructor R is responsible to recover fG from (fds,fcs) pair, aiming to keep the in-
formation integrity in the disentanglement process. To enhance the disentanglement,
we follow Peng et al (Peng et al., 2019b) to apply a mutual information minimizer
between fds and fcs. A category classifier C is trained with class labels to predict the
class distributions and a domain classifier DC is trained with domain labels to pre-
dict the domain distributions. In addition, the cross-adversarial training step removes
domain information from fcs and category information from fds. We next describe
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each component in detail.
Category Disentanglement Given an input image x, the feature generator G com-
putes the latent representation fG. Our category disentanglement is achieved by
two-step adversarial training. First, we train the disentangler D and the k-way cate-








1[k = yc]log(C(fcs)) (6.1)
where fcs = D(G(x)) and yc indicates the class label.
In the second step, we aim to remove the domain-specific information from fcs.
Assume that we already have a well-trained domain classifier (which is easy to achieve
with Equation 6.3), we freeze the parameters in the domain classifier DC and train
the disentangler to generate fcs, aiming to fool the domain classifier. This can be









This adversarial training process corresponds to the blue dotted line in Figure 6·1.
The above adversarial training process forces the generated category-specific feature
fcs contains no domain-specific information.
Domain Disentanglement To achieve deep domain embedding, disentangling category-
specific features is not enough, as it fails to describe the relations between different
domains. We introduce domain disentanglement to disentangle the domain-specific
features from the latent representations. Previous adversarial-alignment based UDA
models (Tzeng et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2019b) propose to leverage a domain classifier
to classify the input feature as source or target. However, the proposed domain clas-
sifier is a binary classifier, which can not be applied to our case directly. Similar to
category disentanglement, our domain disentanglement is achieved by two step adver-
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sarial training. We first train the feature generator G and disentangler D to extract




1[k = yd]log(DC(fds)) (6.3)
where fds = D(G(x)) and yd denotes the domain label.
In the second step, we aim to remove the category-specific information from fds.
Assume the classifier C has been well-trained in the category disentanglement, we
freeze the parameters in the category classifier C and train the disentangler to generate
fds, aiming to fool the category classifier C. Similarly, we can minimize the negative









This adversarial training process corresponds to the red dotted line in Figure 6·1. If
a well-trained category classifier C is not able to predict the correct class labels, the
category-specific information has been successfully removed from fds.
Feature Reconstruction Previous literature (Peng et al., 2019b) has shown that the
deep information could be missing in the feature disentangle process, especially when
the feature disentangler D is composed of several fully connected and Relu layers
and it cannot guarantee the information integrity in the feature disentanglement
process. We therefore introduce a feature reconstructor R to recover the original
feature fG with the disentangled domain-specific feature and category-specific feature.
The feature reconstructor R has two input and will concatenate the (fds,fcs) pair to a
vector in the first layer. The feature vector is feed forward to several fully connected
and Relu layers. Denoting the reconstructed feature as f̂G, we can train the feature
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reconstruction process with the following loss:
Lrec = ‖f̂G − fG‖
2
F +KL(q(z|fG)||p(z)) (6.5)
where the first term aims at recovering the original features extracted by G, and the
second term calculates Kullback-Leibler divergence which penalizes the deviation of
latent features from the prior distribution p(zc) (as z ∼ N (0, I)).
Mutual Information Minimization The mutual information is a pivotal measure of
the mutual dependence between two variables. To enhance the disentanglement,
we minimize the mutual information between category-specific features and domain-








where PPQ is the joint probability distribution of (fds, fcs), and PP =
∫
Q dPPQ, PQ =∫
Q dPPQ are the marginal probability of fds and fcs, respectively. The conventional
mutual information is only tractable for discrete variables, for a limited family of prob-
lems where the probability distributions are unknown (Belghazi et al., 2018). To ad-
dress this issue, we follow Peng et al. (2019b) to adopt the Mutual Information Neural
Estimator (MINE) (Belghazi et al., 2018) to estimate the mutual information by lever-
aging a neural network Tθ: I(P ;Q) = supθ∈Θ EPPQ [Tθ]−log(EPP⊗PQ [eTθ ]). Practically,
MINE can be calculated as I(P ;Q) =
∫ ∫
PPQ(p, q) T (p, q, θ) - log(
∫ ∫
PP(p)PQ(q)eT (p,q,θ)).
To avoid computing the integrals, we leverage Monte-Carlo integration to calculate
the estimation:










where (p, q) are sampled from the joint distribution, q′ is sampled from the marginal
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distribution PQ, n is number of training examples, and T (p, q, θ) is the neural network
parameteralized by θ to estimate the mutual information between P and Q.
6.3.2 Deep Domain Embedding
Our Domain2Vec model to learn domain to vector mapping Φ : D̂ → V by joint
embedding of the Gram matrix and domain-specific features. Specifically, given a
domain D̂ = {xj, yj}nij=1, we compute the disentangled features for all the training
examples of D̂. The prototype of domain D̂ is defined as: PD̂ = 1ni
∑
f jds, denoting
the average of the domain-specific features of the examples in D̂. In addition, we
compute the Gram matrix of the activations of the hidden convolutional layers in the
feature extractor G. The Gram matrix build a style representation that computes
the correlations between different filter responses. The feature correlations are given
by the Gram matrix G ∈ Rn×n, where Gij is the inner product between the vectorised





where F is the vectorised feature map of the hidden convolutional layers. Since
the full Gram matrix is unmanageably large for the feature extractor based on deep
neural networks, we make an approximation by only leveraging the entries in the
subdiagonal, main diagonal, and superdiagonal of the Gram matrix G. We utilize the
concatenation of the prototype PD̂ and the diagonals of the G as the final embedding
of domain D̂.
Eliminating Sparsity The domain-specific feature and the Gram matrix are high spar-
sity data, which hampers the effectiveness of our Domain2Vec model. To address
this issue, we leverage dimensionality reduction technique to decrease the dimension-
ality. Empirically, we start by using PCA to reduce the dimenionality of the data
to a specific length. Then we leverage Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (Maaten and
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Hinton, 2008) to reduce the dimensionality to our desired one.
Optimization Our model is trained in an end-to-end fashion. We train the feature
extractor G, category and domain disentanglement component D, MINE and the
reconstructor R iteratively with Stochastic Gradient Descent (Kiefer et al., 1952) or
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer. The overall optimization objective is:
L = w1Lclass + w2Ldomain + w3Lrec + w4I(fds, fcs) (6.9)
where w1, w2, w3, w4 are the hyper-parameters, Lclass = Lclassce + αLclassent , Ldomain =
Ldomaince + αLdomainent denote the category disentanglement loss and domain disentan-
glement loss.
6.4 Experiments
We test Domain2Vec on two large-scale datasets we created. Our experiments aim
to test both qualitative properties of the domain embedding and its performance
on multi-source domain adaptation, openset domain adaptation and partial domain
adaptation. In the main paper, we only report major results; more implementation
details are provided in the supplementary material. Our Domain2Vec is imple-
mented in the PyTorch platform. All the experiments are run on a GPU cluster with
ten Nvidia Titan Xp GPUs. In the main paper, we only show the main experimental
results, detailed experimental settings can be seen in the supplementary material.
6.4.1 Dataset
To evaluate the domain-to-vector mapping ability of our Domain2Vec model, a
large-scale dataset with multiple domains is desired. Unfortunately, existing UDA
benchmarks (Saenko et al., 2010; Venkateswara et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2018a, 2017)


















Figure 6·2: Generation configuration for TinyDA dataset. We create our TinyDA
dataset with six foregrounds, two backgrounds and five modes. The foreground images
are from MNIST, USPS, EMNIST, KMNIST, QMNIST, FashionMNIST. The background
images are randomly sampled from CIFAR10 or randomly cropped from BSDS500 dataset.
.
ability for our Domain2Vec model. To address this issue, we collect two datasets
for multiple domain embedding and adaptation, i.e., TinyDA and DomainBank.
TinyDA We create our by far the largest MNIST-style cross domain dataset to
data, TinyDA. This dataset contains 54 domains and about one million MNIST-
style training examples. We generate our TinyDA dataset by blending different
foreground shapes over patches randomly extracted from background images. This
operation is formally defined for two images I1, I2 as Ioutijk = ‖I1ijk − I2ijk‖, where i, j
are the coordinates of a pixel and k is the channel index. As shown in Figure 6·2,
the foreground shapes are from MNIST (LeCun et al., 1989), USPS (Hull, 1994),
EMNIST (Cohen et al., 2017), KMNIST (Clanuwat et al., 2018), QMNIST (Ya-
dav and Bottou, 2019), and FashionMNIST (Xiao et al., 2017). Specifically, the
MNIST, USPS, QMNIST contains digit images; EMNIST dataset includes images of
MNIST-style English characters; KMNIST dataset is composed of images of Japanese
characters; FashionMNIST dataset contains MNIST-style images about fashion. The
background images are randomly cropped from CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) or
BSDS500 (Arbelaez et al., 2011) dataset. We perform three different post-processes
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to our rendered images: (1) replace the background with black patch, (2) replace
the background with white patch, (3) convert the images to grayscale. The three
post-processes, together with the original foreground images and the generated color
images, form a dataset with five different modes, i.e. White Background (WB), Black
Background (BB), GrayScale image (GS), Color (Cr) image, Original image(Or).
DomainBank2 To evaluate our Domain2Vec model on state-of-the-art computer
vision datasets, we collect a large-scale benchmark, named DomainBank. The im-
ages of DomainBank dataset are sampled from 56 existing popular computer vision
datasets such as COCO (Lin et al., 2014), CALTECH-256 (Griffin et al., 2007), PAS-
CAL (Everingham et al., 2010), VisDA (Peng et al., 2017), DomainNet (Peng et al.,
2018a), etc. We choose the dataset with different image modalities, illuminations,
camera perspectives etc. to increase the diversity of the domains. In total, we col-
lect 339,772 images with image-level and domain-level annotations. Different from
TinyDA, the categories of different domains in DomainBank are not identical.
This property makes DomainBank a good testbed for Openset Domain Adapta-
tion (Busto and Gall, 2017; Busto et al., 2018) and Partial Domain Adaptation (Cao
et al., 2018b).
6.4.2 Experiments on TinyDA
Domain Embedding Results We apply our Domain2Vec model to TinyDA dataset
to achieve deep domain embedding. The results are shown in Figure 6·3. Specifi-
cally, the domain knowledge graph shows the relations between different domains in
a straightforward manner. The nodes in the graph show the deep domain embedding.
For each domain, we connect it with five closest domains with a edge weighted by
their domain distance. The size and the color of the nodes are correlated with the
2In this dataset, the domain is defined by datasets. The data from different genres or times
typically have different underlying distributions.
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MNIST USPS QMNIST
BSDS500 CIFAR10 BSDS500 CIFAR10 BSDS500 CIFAR10
WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS
WB 95.1 11.2 18.7 19.3 18.1 94.2 11.7 18.2 16.8 40.8 17.6 19.5 19.1 18.1 39.5 14.7 18.5 17.8 95.2 11.6 18.7 18.8 17.6 94.4 12.5 17.9 16.7
BB 12.3 97.9 98.2 28.8 26.1 10.6 97.1 22.9 21.2 11.8 44.0 47.3 21.3 20.2 10.7 40.6 17.8 16.9 12.3 97.7 98.2 28.8 26.1 11.2 97.1 22.4 21.0
Or 14.9 78.5 98.5 38.8 36.9 12.5 82.0 25.7 24.7 11.5 32.5 49.5 18.0 16.9 8.6 33.9 13.3 13.0 15.5 77.7 98.5 39.0 36.4 12.4 82.4 25.6 24.4





GS 86.3 88.1 97.1 78.1 87.4 84.9 87.1 69.0 76.1 18.9 14.1 14.6 11.7 11.4 17.7 14.1 9.9 11.3 86.4 88.6 97.0 77.8 87.0 85.2 86.7 69.8 76.6
WB 96.8 11.9 12.3 12.9 13.4 97.2 10.9 12.6 12.6 33.7 14.2 18.6 16.7 16.8 33.0 14.2 14.9 15.4 96.9 12.1 12.3 13.1 13.1 97.3 10.5 12.4 12.6
BB 14.7 97.5 97.6 21.4 20.7 12.8 97.2 17.2 17.4 18.2 39.9 46.6 17.7 17.8 18.7 38.7 15.9 16.1 14.1 97.7 97.6 20.8 20.2 12.5 97.2 17.4 17.3










GS 84.8 85.1 96.6 77.7 86.4 85.0 87.6 76.2 83.9 13.9 16.7 16.8 12.9 12.1 12.1 16.0 11.4 11.5 84.5 85.2 96.5 76.9 85.9 84.8 87.5 76.5 85.0
WB 32.9 13.7 14.6 14.0 15.3 31.1 13.7 13.2 12.8 89.8 17.6 9.7 24.7 22.9 86.4 10.1 23.6 22.8 33.1 13.3 14.6 13.7 14.9 31.3 14.3 13.2 13.1
BB 12.4 40.1 37.6 19.8 18.4 12.8 38.0 15.9 15.4 18.8 90.4 92.6 44.4 41.4 16.0 86.5 30.5 28.7 12.2 39.4 37.7 19.9 18.8 12.7 37.5 15.8 15.5
Or 22.1 18.4 25.9 17.3 17.3 20.3 17.9 16.4 16.4 15.4 58.0 89.2 38.0 38.3 12.6 49.2 28.4 28.4 22.4 18.5 25.9 17.3 18.1 20.2 18.0 16.0 16.3





GS 13.7 13.3 19.9 14.8 15.7 14.2 11.8 12.2 12.4 71.2 70.6 89.7 77.7 79.8 62.0 61.9 73.6 77.1 13.8 13.0 19.9 16.1 15.3 13.5 12.0 11.7 13.1
WB 28.1 13.0 10.3 12.5 13.1 27.8 10.5 11.3 11.5 85.1 24.9 31.2 29.6 28.1 82.0 17.3 28.2 27.4 27.0 12.8 10.4 12.3 12.7 27.7 10.6 11.4 11.4
BB 15.4 33.3 38.8 19.5 19.4 15.6 32.9 15.5 15.0 18.8 90.9 91.8 36.2 35.7 16.7 88.5 25.8 25.7 15.4 33.0 38.8 19.7 19.4 15.5 33.0 15.7 15.0









GS 17.0 12.3 18.6 14.1 12.2 16.0 12.9 13.5 12.1 71.4 64.5 90.0 76.6 82.9 67.7 54.5 75.7 84.1 16.8 12.2 18.6 13.4 12.7 16.2 12.5 12.5 12.4
WB 96.4 9.9 13.2 12.0 13.0 96.0 9.3 11.6 11.9 43.3 9.3 11.5 9.9 10.9 36.7 9.3 9.8 9.9 96.8 10.0 13.2 12.1 12.9 96.1 9.2 11.6 12.0
BB 11.7 96.6 96.8 31.8 28.7 10.9 95.1 22.6 20.5 16.5 40.0 39.3 22.9 21.4 16.0 35.9 20.4 20.0 11.7 96.5 96.9 32.4 28.8 10.7 95.2 22.6 20.7
Or 9.9 65.7 98.2 36.6 35.7 10.8 72.9 25.6 24.8 10.1 32.2 51.0 24.2 23.5 10.5 38.3 18.5 19.1 9.7 66.0 98.2 36.9 35.0 10.5 73.2 25.3 25.3





GS 84.9 81.0 95.8 81.7 86.8 84.4 81.4 71.9 75.8 14.9 16.4 17.4 9.4 12.0 13.7 14.6 10.1 11.1 84.9 81.7 95.8 80.6 86.4 84.0 81.6 72.3 76.5
WB 96.6 11.0 21.8 14.1 13.7 96.7 11.7 13.3 13.2 35.0 18.8 16.0 18.0 18.0 35.9 16.6 17.7 17.0 96.5 10.9 21.7 14.3 14.1 96.8 11.0 13.5 12.7
BB 11.0 97.6 98.0 19.1 17.4 11.6 97.4 14.1 13.9 16.5 33.4 37.3 18.2 17.9 16.5 32.4 15.6 15.8 11.0 97.7 98.0 18.6 16.9 11.3 97.5 14.4 13.8










GS 78.0 72.9 95.7 68.2 83.8 78.9 82.6 64.5 82.5 13.8 14.3 13.9 8.7 10.9 12.6 15.6 8.3 9.3 78.2 72.2 95.6 68.2 83.7 79.1 82.5 64.4 82.8
KMNIST
BSDS CIFAR
WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS
WB 89.8 13.3 12.4 16.8 16.4 88.0 12.8 14.9 14.6
BB 12.5 94.1 94.3 32.9 30.4 11.5 92.6 23.3 22.2
Or 8.4 56.9 95.4 35.2 32.9 9.3 62.6 24.7 23.2
Cr 73.4 68.6 89.8 84.2 69.1 66.2 66.5 70.9 56.5B
SD
S
GS 72.7 64.0 87.9 67.4 74.1 68.7 66.7 55.1 59.4
WB 83.8 17.0 16.2 18.6 18.9 81.2 15.1 18.8 18.0
BB 13.1 90.0 91.2 26.0 24.1 11.8 88.8 18.8 17.9









GS 64.5 60.5 85.8 58.0 70.7 60.8 63.4 56.7 66.8
EMNIST
BSDS CIFAR
WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS
WB 86.6 2.9 2.8 8.1 8.6 83.2 5.1 6.9 7.5
BB 3.6 87.3 88.0 23.4 18.1 4.2 82.8 14.9 13.4
Or 12.0 31.1 91.3 33.4 32.2 11.1 33.6 21.1 21.2
Cr 59.1 47.0 85.8 80.0 60.8 47.9 42.0 60.0 42.7B
SD
S
GS 59.4 46.7 82.5 56.1 65.9 52.2 46.8 41.2 44.6
WB 87.8 13.9 4.5 15.3 16.7 86.1 12.2 13.0 13.6
BB 2.1 85.4 87.1 18.1 17.1 1.9 82.7 12.0 12.5









GS 46.6 46.5 81.1 48.1 63.2 43.8 48.8 45.3 57.4
FashionMNIST
BSDS CIFAR
WB BB Or Cr GS WB BB Cr GS
WB 83.5 16.9 29.9 27.0 25.6 80.7 16.7 27.3 24.9
BB 23.6 84.5 85.4 38.1 36.6 21.1 81.7 28.9 28.9
Or 15.1 53.6 87.0 33.0 33.2 14.8 52.2 23.8 25.1
Cr 75.6 68.6 85.2 81.6 74.4 69.9 54.7 75.6 71.3B
SD
S
GS 72.3 66.3 83.5 71.5 77.6 70.2 61.9 69.5 73.2
WB 82.9 18.1 27.2 28.5 28.6 81.8 17.0 29.6 29.3
BB 21.1 84.8 86.2 29.1 28.4 18.1 82.3 22.1 23.3












GS 67.9 61.8 82.2 65.2 77.0 66.3 58.0 68.7 76.3
Table 6.1: Experimental results on TinyDA. The column-wise domains are source
domains, the row-wise domains are the target domain.
(a) t-SNE Plot (b) Domain Knowledge Graph (c) Deep Domain Embedding
Figure 6·3: Deep domain embedding results of our Domain2Vec model on TinyDA dataset: (a)
t-SNE plot of the embedding result (color indicates different domain); (b) Domain knowledge graph.
The size and color of the circles indicate the number of training examples and the degree of that domain,
respectively. The width of the edge shows the domain distance between two domains. (c) The final deep
domain embedding of our Domain2Vec model.
number of training images in that domain and the degree of that domain, respec-
tively. To validate that the domain distance computed with our Domain2Vec is
negatively correlated with the cross-domain performance, we conduct extensive ex-
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periments to calculate the cross-domain results on TinyDA dataset, as shown in
Table 6.1. As our TinyDAcontains four type of objects, i.e., digits (MNIST, USPS,
QMNIST), Japanese characters (KMNIST), English characters (EMNIST) and fash-
ion items (FashionMNIST), we split the cross-domain results in four sub-tables. In
each sub-table, the column-wise domains are selected as the source domain and the
row-wise domains are selected as the target domain.
From the experimental results, we make three interesting observations. (i) For
each sub-table, the performances of training and testing on the same domain (gray
background) are better than cross-domain performance, except a few ourliers (pink
background, mainly between MNIST, USPS, and QMNIST). (ii) The cross-domain
performance is negatively correlated with the domain distance (illustrated in Fig-
ure 6·3(b)). We leverage Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) (Benesty et al., 2009)







. We set the cross-domain performance and the domain
distance as two variables. The PCC3 we compute for our case is -0.774, which demon-
strates that our Domain2Vec successfully encodes the natural domain distance.
Multi-Source Domain Adaptation On TinyDA Our TinyDA contains 54 do-
mains. In our experiments, we consider the MSDA between digit datasets, i.e.
MNIST, USPS, and QMNIST dataset, resulting in six MSDA settings. We choose the
“grayscale” (GS) with CIFAR10 background as the target domain. For the source
domains, we remove the two “grayscale” domains (one with BSDS500 background
and the other with CIFAR10 background) and leverage the remaining seven domains
as the source domain.
State-of-the-art multi-source domain adaptation algorithms tackle MSDA task by
adversarial alignment (Xu et al., 2018) or matching the moments of the domains (Peng
et al., 2018a). However, these models neglect the effect of domain distance. We in-
3For Pearson correlation coefficient, [-1,-0.6] means strongly negative correlation
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Standards Models MNIST→USPS MNIST→QMNIST USPS→MNIST USPS→QMNIST QMNIST→MNIST QMNIST→USPS Avg
Single
Best
Source Only 17.7±0.21 83.4±0.55 16.4± 0.32 16.3± 0.25 83.1± 0.32 20.2±0.31 39.5±0.32
DAN 21.4±0.27 87.1±0.64 19.7±0.37 19.9±0.34 85.7±0.34 21.8±0.37 42.6±0.39
RTN 18.0±0.28 85.0±0.58 18.8±0.37 20.0±0.26 84.2±0.42 21.3±0.34 41.2±0.38
JAN 21.7±0.27 87.6±0.64 19.4±0.42 18.0±0.29 87.2±0.36 25.1±0.33 43.2±0.39
DANN 21.2±0.25 86.1±0.55 20.1±0.31 19.4±0.24 86.6±0.38 24.0±0.34 42.9±0.34
ADDA 20.3±0.31 88.1±0.63 18.3±0.46 21.4±0.38 88.5±0.39 25.9±0.43 43.8±0.43
SE 13.6±0.42 78.1±0.87 10.7±0.62 11.8±0.50 80.1±0.64 17.0±0.55 35.2±0.60
MCD 23.8±0.33 89.0±0.61 22.3±0.36 19.6±0.26 86.7±0.36 22.6±0.41 44.0±0.39
Source
Combine
Source Only 20.2±0.23 85.7±0.59 19.2±0.42 20.5±0.37 85.1±0.25 19.2±0.40 41.6±0.38
DAN 19.8±0.30 85.4±0.64 22.4±0.43 21.9±0.49 88.0±0.33 19.2±0.48 42.8±0.45
RTN 22.9±0.27 88.2±0.72 19.9±0.54 23.2±0.49 88.1±0.29 20.6±0.53 43.8±0.47
JAN 21.8±0.29 88.1±0.59 22.2±0.50 23.9±0.45 89.5±0.36 22.3±0.46 44.6±0.44
DANN 22.3±0.31 87.1±0.65 22.1±0.47 21.0±0.46 84.7±0.35 19.3±0.43 42.8±0.45
ADDA 25.2±0.24 87.9±0.61 20.5±0.46 22.0±0.36 88.1±0.25 20.7±0.49 44.1±0.40
SE 19.4±0.28 82.8±0.68 19.3±0.45 19.3±0.45 84.3±0.34 18.9±0.48 40.7±0.45
MCD 23.20±0.3 91.2±0.68 21.6±0.46 25.8±0.37 86.9±0.33 23.0±0.42 45.3±0.43
Multi-
Source
M3SDA 25.5±0.26 91.6±0.63 22.2±0.43 25.8±0.43 90.7±0.30 24.8±0.41 46.8±0.41
DCTN 25.5±0.28 93.10±0.7 22.9±0.41 29.5±0.47 91.2±0.29 26.5±0.48 48.1±0.44
Domain2Vec-α 27.8±0.27 94.3±0.64 24.3±0.52 27.1±0.39 89.2±0.26 28.1±0.41 48.5±0.42
Domain2Vec-β 28.2±0.31 94.5±0.63 27.6±0.41 29.3±0.39 91.5±0.26 27.2±0.42 49.7±0.40
Table 6.2: MSDA results on the TinyDA dataset. Our model Domain2Vec−α and
Domain2Vec−β achieves 48.5% and 49.7% accuracy, outperforming baselines.
corporate our Domain2Vec model to the previous work (Xu et al., 2018; Peng et al.,
2018a), and devise two models, Domain2Vec-α and Domain2Vec-β. Specifically,
the Domain2Vec-α borrows the moment matching (Peng et al., 2018a) idea and
the training loss is weighted by the domain distance computed by our model. The
Domain2Vec-β is inspired by the adversarial learning (Xu et al., 2018) and weights
computed by our model is applied.
Inspired by Xu et al. (2018), we compare MSDA results with two other evaluation
standards: (i) single best, reporting the single best-preforming source transfer result
on the test set, and (ii) source combine, combining the source domains to a single
domain and performing traditional single-source single target adaptation. The high-
level motivations of these two evaluation schema are: the first standard evaluates
whether MSDA can boost the best single source UDA results; the second standard
testify whether MSDA can outperform the trivial baseline which combines the mul-
tiple source domains as a single domain.
For both single best and source combine experiment setting, we take the following
methods as our baselines: Deep Alignment Network (DAN) (Long et al., 2015), Joint
Adaptation Network (JAN) (Long et al., 2017), Domain Adversarial Neural Network
(DANN) (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015), Residual Transfer Network (RTN) (Long
et al., 2016), Adversarial Deep Domain Adaptation (ADDA) (Tzeng et al., 2017),
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(a) t-SNE plot (b) Domain Knowledge Graph (c) Deep Domain Embedding
Figure 6·4: Domain embedding results of our Domain2Vec model on Domain-
Bank dataset.
Maximum Classifier Discrepancy (MCD) (Saito et al., 2018a), and Self-Ensembling
(SE) (French et al., 2018). For multi-source domain adaptation, we take Deep Cock-
tail Network (DCTN) (Xu et al., 2018) and Moment Matching for Multi-source Do-
main Adaptation (M3SDA) (Peng et al., 2018a) as our baselines.
The experimental results are shown in Table 6.2. The Domain2Vec-α and Do-
main2Vec-β achieve an 48.5% and 49.7% average accuracy, outperforming other
baselines. The results demonstrate that our models outperform the single best UDA
results, the combine source results, and can boost the multi-source baselines. We
argue that the performance improvement is due to the good domain embedding of
our Domain2Vec model.
6.4.3 Experiments on DomainBank
Domain Embedding Results Similar to the experiments for TinyDA dataset, we
apply our devised Domain2Vec model to DomainBank dataset. The results are
shown in Figure 6·4. Since our DomainBank dataset is collected from multiple
existing computer vision dataset, the categories of different domains in Domain-
Bank are not identical. It is not feasible to compute the cross-domain performance
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Target VisDA Ytb BBox PASCAL COCO Average
Source Only 53.4±0.4 67.2±0.4 74.8 ±0.4 80.4±0.3 68.9
Openset SVM 53.9±0.5 68.6±0.4 77.7±0.4 82.1±0.4 70.6
AutoDIAL 54.2±0.5 68.1±0.5 75.9±0.4 83.4±0.4 70.4
AODA 56.4±0.5 69.7±0.4 76.7±0.4 82.3±0.4 71.3
Domain2Vec 56.6±0.4 70.6±0.4 81.3±0.4 86.8±0.4 73.8
Table 6.3: Openset domain adaption on the DomainBank dataset.
directly like TinyDA. However, we can still make the following interesting obser-
vations: (i) Domains with similar contents tend to form a cluster. For example,
the domains containing buildings (D̂building) are close to each other in terms of the
domain distance. The domains containing faces share the same property. (ii) The
domains which contains artistic images are scattered in the exterior side of the em-
bedding and are distinct from the domains which contains images in the wild. For
example, the “cartoon”,“syn”,“quickdraw”,“sketch”,“logo” domains are distributed
in the exterior side of the embedding space. These observations demonstrate that our
Domain2Vec model is capable of encoding the natural domain distance.
Openset Domain Adaptation on DomainBank Open-set domain adaptation
(ODA) considers classification when the target domain contains categories unknown
(unlabelled) in the source domain. Our DomainBank dataset provides a good
testbed for openset domain as the categories of different domains are not identical.
Since DomainBank contains 56 domains, it is infeasible to explore all the (source,
target) domain combinations. Instead, in our work, we demo our model on the fol-
lowing four transfer setting: DomainNet (Peng et al., 2018a)→VisDA (Peng et al.,
2017), DomainNet→Youtube BBox (Real et al., 2017), DomainNet→PASCAL (Ev-
eringham et al., 2010), DomainNet→COCO. Specifically, DomainNet (Peng et al.,
2018a) contains images with six distinct modalities and are fit to be a source domain
for our openset domain adaptation.
The experimental results are shown in Table 6.3. The experimental results show
that our model achieves 73.8% accuracy, outperforming the compared baselines.
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Target VisDA Ytb BBox PASCAL COCO Average
Source Only 34.5±0.5 74.3±0.4 68.2 ±0.3 76.4±0.2 63.3
AdaBN 35.1±0.5 75.6±0.5 68.2±0.4 78.1±0.4 64.2
AutoDIAL 35.2±0.6 74.0±0.4 68.5±0.4 77.6±0.4 63.8
PADA 34.2±0.6 76.8±0.4 69.7±0.3 77.7±0.4 64.6
Domain2Vec 36.6±0.5 76.8±0.4 70.0±0.3 78.8±0.4 65.5
Table 6.4: Partial domain adaption on the DomainBank dataset.
target MNIST→USPS MNIST→QMNIST USPS→MNIST USPS→QMNIST Avg
D2V 28.2±0.31 94.5±0.63 27.6±0.41 29.3±0.39 44.9
D2V w/o. Gram 28.5±0.29 92.4±0.56 25.5±0.29 27.7±0.26 43.5
D2V w/o. Mutual 26.7±0.27 94.1±0.49 27.9±0.35 27.4±0.41 44.0
target VisDA Ytb BBox PASCAL COCO Avg VisDA Ytb BBox PASCAL COCO Avg
D2V 56.6 70.6 81.3 86.8 73.8 36.6 76.8 70.0 78.8 65.5
D2V w/o. Gram 54.5 68.4 80.5 85.4 72.2 34.5 77.1 65.4 77.9 63.7
D2V w/o. Mutual 55.2 69.3 81.4 85.7 72.9 35.4 73.5 67.8 77.5 63.5
Table 6.5: The ablation study results show that the Mutual information minimizing and
Gram matrix information is essential for our model. The above table shows ablation exper-
iments performed on the TinyDA dataset. The table below shows ablation experiments
on DomainBank dataset (openset DA on the left, partial DA on the right).
Partial Domain Adaptation on DomainBank In partial domain adaptation, the
source domain label space is a superset of the target domain label space. In consistent
with the openset domain adaptation, we consider the following four partial domain
adaptation setting: DomainNet (Peng et al., 2018a)→VisDA (Peng et al., 2017),
DomainNet→Youtube BBox (Real et al., 2017), DomainNet→PASCAL (Everingham
et al., 2010), DomainNet→COCO.
The experimental results are shown in Table 6.4. Our model achieves 65.5%
accuracy, outperforming the compared baselines. The experimental results demon-
strate that our model can boost the performance in partial domain adaptation setting.
Specifically, our model utilizes the idea of PADA (Cao et al., 2018b), which trains a
partial adversarial alignment network to tackle the partial domain adaptation task.
We compute the domain distance between the sub-domains in the source training




Our model is composed of multiple component. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
each component, we perform the ablation study analysis. Table 6.5 shows the ablation
results on TinyDA dataset. We observe that the performance drops in most of the
experiments when Mutual information minimization and Gram matrix information
are not applied. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the mutual




This last chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and discusses the
strengths and limitations of our work. Important directions for future research in the
areas of feature disentanglement and unsupervised domain adaptation are pointed
out at the end.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis reviewed a broad range of unsupervised domain adaptation algorithms,
proposed a novel feature disentanglement architecture, and investigated how the fea-
ture disentanglement can boost the unsupervised domain adaptation performance
under domain-agnostic learning, federated learning, domain embedding, and multi-
source domain learning scenarios. This thesis also proposed four novel unsupervised
domain adaptation methods using feature disentanglement techniques that improved
the efficacy of unsupervised domain adaptation.
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• Multiple benchmarks have been proposed to facilitate the domain adaptation
research.
• A coherent framework that can disentangle deep features into domain-invariant
and domain-specific features.
• A novel framework called Deep Adversarial Disentangled Autoencoder (DADA),
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which is devised to tackle domain-agnostic learning.
• A novel framework called Federated Adversarial Domain Adapation, which is
able to transfer the knowledge learned from multiple distributed domains to a
target domain and protect the data privacy at the same time.
• A DOMAIN2VEC model for domain embedding, which utilizes feature disen-





A.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Definition 2 (cross-moment divergence) Given a compact domain X ⊂ Rn and
two probability measures µ, µ′ on X , the k-th order cross-moment divergence between




















where ∆k = {(i1, i2, . . . , in) ∈ Nn0 |
∑n
j=1 ij = k}.
As seen in the rest of the paper, for two domains D = (µ, f) and D′ = (µ′, f ′), we
use dCMk(D,D
′) to denote dCMk(µ, µ
′) for readability concerns.
Theorem 5 (Weierstrass Approximation Theorem) Let f : C → R be contin-




|f(x)− Pm(x)| → 0, as m→∞.











where ∆k = {(i1, i2, . . . , in) ∈ Nn0
∣∣∑n
j=1 ij = k}.
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For any hypothesis h, h′ ∈ H, for any ε > 0, there exist an integer nε and a
constant anε , such that











|εS(h, h′)− εT (h, h′)| ≤ sup
h,h′∈H
∣∣εS(h, h′)− εT (h, h′)∣∣
= sup
h,h′∈H











where X is a compact subset of Rn. For any fixed h, h′, the indicator function
1h(x)6=h′(x)(x) is a Lebesgue integrable function (L
1 function) on X . It is known that
the space of continuous functions with compact support, denoted by Cc(X ), is dense in
L1(X ), i.e., any L1 function on X can be approximated arbitrarily well1 by functions



















∣∣∣∣∣∣+ ε2 . (A.2)
Using Theorem 5, for any ε
2





























































































































where a∆k = max
i∈∆k
|ai| and anε = 2 max
1≤k≤nε
a∆k . Combining Equation A.1, A.2, A.3, we
prove the lemma. Note that the constants a∆k can actually be meaningfully bounded
when applying the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem. According to ?, a sequence
of positive numbers {Mk} can be constructed, such that, for any ε > 0, there exists
a polynomial Pnε such that |Pnε(x)− f(x)| < ε and |a∆k | < εMk,∀k = 1, . . . , nε.
[Lemma 6, Ben-David et al. (2010)] For each Dj ∈ {D1, . . . ,DN}, let Sj be a
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labeled sample set of size βjm drawn from µj and labeled by the groundtruth labeling
function fj. For any fixed weight vector α, let ε̂α(h) be the empirical α-weighted error














Lemma A.1 is a slight modification of the Hoeffding’s inequality for the empirical α-
weighted source error, which will be useful in proving the uniform convergence bound
for hypothesis space of finite VC dimension. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 Let H be a hypothesis space of V C dimension d. Let m be the size of
labeled samples from all sources {D1,D2, ...,DN}, Sj be the labeled sample set of size
βjm (
∑
j βj = 1) drawn from µj and labeled by the groundtruth labeling function fj.
If ĥ ∈ H is the empirical minimizer of ε̂α(h) for a fixed weight vector α and h∗T =
minh∈H εT (h) is the target error minimizer, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1) and any ε > 0,
there exist N integers {njε}Nj=1 and N constants {anjε}
N
j=1, such that with probability
at least 1− δ,


























and λj = minh∈H{εT (h)+εj(h)}.
Let h∗j =h∈H {εT (h) + εj(h)}. Then for any ε > 0, there exists N integers {njε}Nj=1
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|εj(h)− εj(h, h∗j)|+ |εj(h, h∗j)− εT (h, h∗j)|






























The third inequality follows from the triangle inequality of classification error2 Ben-
David et al. (2007); Crammer et al. (2008). The last inequality follows from the
definition of λj and Lemma A.1. Now using both Equation A.4 and Lemma A.1, we
2For any labeling function f1, f2, f3, we have ε(f1, f2) ≤ ε(f1, f3) + ε(f2, f3).
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have for any δ ∈ (0, 1) and any ε > 0, with probability 1− δ,






























































































The first and the last inequalities follow from Equation A.4, the second and the
fourth inequalities follow from applying Lemma A.1 (instead of standard Hoeffding’s
inequality) in the standard proof of uniform convergence for empirical risk minimiz-
ers Vapnik and Chervonenkis (2015). The third inequality follows from the definition
of ĥ.
To better understand the bounds in Theorem 4, the second term of the bound
is the VC-dimension based generalization error, which is the upper bound of the
difference between the empirical error ε̂α and the true expected error εα. The last
term (a summation), as shown in Equation A.4, characterizes the upper bound of the
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difference between the α-weighted error εα and the target error εT . The constants
{anjε}
N
j=1 in this term can be meaningfully bounded, as explained at the end of the
proof of Lemma A.1.





and thus sheds new light on the theoretical motivation of moment matching ap-
proaches, including our proposed approach and many existing approaches for both
single and multiple source domain adaptation. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first target error bound in the literature of domain adaptation that explic-
itly incorporates a moment-based divergence between the source(s) and the target
domains.
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